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In part 1 of this two part report the theory was developed to determine
the forces acting on a body of revolution in a uniform stream. The body
was inclined at an angle of attack sufficient for the flow to become
separated and for vortices to form on the lee side. This part of the report
describes the computer programs, VCF and ADYNF, which carry out the numerical
calculations of part 1. VCF is the main body of the work which calculates
the sectional normal force coefficient, c , at stations along the body
axis. ADYNF using the results obtained from VCF numerically integrates
c (z) over the body length to obtain the normal force coefficient C^ ,, and
the moment coefficient C., , . Useful vortex patterns are available, and
a line of separation along the body can be determined.
Abbreviations and Additional List of Symbols
Abbreviations
3DS three dimensional steady
2DUS two dimensional unsteady
b.l. boundary layer
r.s.l. rear shear layer
t.b.l. top boundary layer
b.b.l. bottom boundary layer
t.r.s.l. top rear shear layer
b.r.s.l. bottom rear shear layer
Sub- and Superscript
( )v point vortex contribution
( )P potential flow contribution
Numerical Integration Parameters
(0., t, , r.) set of points in F, t, 9 plane
3
 i = 0,1,2 ..., IDIM
k = 0,1,2 ..., KFINAL
j = 0,1,2 ..., JDIM
u^9i' tk, r.) (u)1 evaluated at point (6±, tk, r" )
v(6i, tk, r" ) (v)* evaluated at point (9jL, tk> 7 )
2
'METHOD OF SOLUTION
..j x .•• >- ,. ..
The forces acting on a body of revolution at high angle of atta'ck are' ""*"•'-'
calculated by the two complementary programs VCF, and ADYNF. Program
 <:.
VCF calculates the normal force distribution on the body by first solving
the two dimensional unsteady problem of a circular cylinder, started impulsively
from rest, and then by using the viscous cross flow analogy to relate the"
cylinder drag to the normal force sectional coefficient. .ADYNF then
 :
integrates the normal force distribution supplied by VCF to obtain the
normal force and moment coefficients. A detailed description of the . ...
method is given in part 1 of this report.
VCF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
' • . .• •
The computer program was written in FORTRAN IV language, and
was run on a CDC 6500 computer at Purdue University,,under the MACE
operating system. VCF requires approximately 110000 octal words
central memory initially, and CP time for an average run is approximately
30 minutes. The program requires three peripheral disc files in^addition.
to the input, output, and punch files. ' - -•.
VCF PROGRAM INPUT DATA
The input to VCF consists of the Reynolds.number based on body
length, the angle of attack, the body geometry, and program control '
data. . , . . . . . . . - "-
Description of Input Decks
The user must supply\the body geometry in the form of a FUNCTION"
subprogram named RZERO. , The value of the dimensipnal body,,radius r*, .
should be returned as a function of dimensional axial distance along '/.
the body, z*. In addition ENTRY DRZERO must return dr*/dz*. FUNCTION
RZERO is a subprogram deck of VCF supplied by the user.
Deck Setup;
FUNCTION RZERO (ZSTAR) CARD 1
RZERO = (body radius at ZSTAR) CARD 2
RETURN CARD 3
3 *•
ENTRY DRZERO < . , . . CARD 4 - -;/:,^
RZERO = (rate of change of body radius ./with CARD 5 •:.,=....:;
 3-.
respect to axial distance evaluated . , • i / ,;.-
at ZSTAR) • • . . . . . .- -\-'.-..,'• ; l-;',.t[
RETURN CARD 6
END CARD 7
Description of Input Cards
-CARD 1 - Identification. - Card 1 contains any desired identifying
information in columns 1-80.
CARD 2 - Flow parameters, body length. - Card 2 contains 3 real
numbers, punched in a 12-column field. Columns 37-80 may be used in
any desired manner. Card 2 contains the following.
Columns Variable : Value i Description.: •.;.
1-12 AATACK • • . - . . . Angle of attack in degrees
13-24 RE Re = V£/v
25-36 LENGTH . Dimensional body length,.. £,
. \ : •, same units as r*. • "" 71.
• - o . ' • ' • ' •
CARD 3 - Remaining input data. - Card 3 contains three parameters ..
particular to the finite difference and outer flow numerical computation
schemes. They are punched in a 12-column field. Columns 37-80 may be
used in any desired manner. Card 3 contains the following.
Columns Variable Value Description .
1-12 , - DELT .125 The time increment used in
the finite difference solution
.to the boundary layer equations,
Atk
13-24 RC .05 Potential vortex core cutofl .
radius , r
25-36 SIGMA .05-1.0 Empirical vortex flux factor,, o
CARD 4 - Program control - The three parameters punched in Card . 4,
the first right justified in a three column field, and the rest in
twelve column fields, determine when the "program is to STOP. All data
necessary for further execution of the program is written on an
auxiliary disk file. Card 4 contains the following.
13-24 '-- TFINAL
Columns Variable Value Description
1-3 KFINAL 1-100 If KFINAL = K, where K is an
integer count of the number of
•••'."• program time cycles completed,
appropriate data is written on
1




 x-. If TFINAL equals or exceeds
•'"• - . '•;• < the central processor .time used,
data is written on file:and the
program STOPS.
25-36 ZFINAL 0.0-1.0 If the nondimensional distance
along the body axis z, equals or
- ' ••' • exceeds ZFINAL data is written on
file and the program STOPS.
CARD-'5 - Input/Output Control. - Card 5 contains 4 numbers each
punched right justified in a 2-column field. These parameters specify
which auxiliary disk files are to be used in input/output operations, the
type of-' punched output, and the type "of printed output. Card 5 contains







0,3,4 '••••; The continue data is READ from
TAPE (LR). If LR = 0 no data is
read from the auxiliary disk fil<
3-4 The continue data is WRITTEN on
TAPE (LW).
5 Printed Output Level.
;7-8 KPUtf l' ' •'• Cards are punched every KPUN
cycles.
VCF PROGRAM OUTPUT DATA
B_ processed by a standard 132 characters-per-line
printer, punched'"bards are :iti Hollerith (026) code','-80' characters :perr s°- •'
cards. B'ihaVy coded data' is written on auxiliary files, TAPE :!•$ ^TAPE^S,
and TAPE^A. The program printed output options are described below: «
LEVEL = 3
LEVEL-:= 5
'• <.» r, '. , i
The program prints the dimensional body geometry as the
radius as a function of axial distance. The maximum body
diameter, the characteristic length, the fineness ratio,
and frontal area, which are all functions of input body
geometry are printed. Remaining card input data is printed.
'Pciint vortex locations, velocities -and strengths, are
printed. The pressure distribution around'the two-dimensional
cylinder corresponding to an axial station-along the three
dimensional body is printed for each program cycle, as well
as values of shear and pressure drag. Data specifying
the "fear separation angle is printed for*each cycle after
the backflow velocity-has exceeded .1 of the-free stream
velocity. Elapsed computer execution time is printed-at'
the end of each program cycle.
' ;In addition to level 3 output, the boundary layer profile;
*''"'' for the top portion'of the cylinder- is printed';? ' > .-. - hr
The program printed output is illustrated by the sample case presented
in Appendix IV.
The program punched output consists of variables punched every
program cycle, and of variables punched every KPUN cycles. Values of
nondimens'ionar axial distance, coefficient of drag, hondimensional time,
and the, number; of time cycles completed are punched every;-cycle.- i Vortex
positions, velocities,' and strengths are punched every KPUN cycles.' <>;.
fCJJi'. :-: ' -• •"..;• : •,,... • , , . : . • _ - . • - . - . ; _ .• ^--. •:,::i • •'• . ..-. ,!'.-•. ,.;,-:-
The binary coded data output consists of initial boundary layer'.
velocities, (reference 2), written on TAPE 1. Values of boundary layer
velocities, vortex positions, vortex velocities, vortex strengths,
program indices, and rear shear layer data are written on TAPE (LW) at
the termination of each run.
VCF PROGRAM STRUCTURE
, VCF consists of a MAIN program, 18 SUBROUTINE subprograms.,..5 FUNCTION
subprograms, and 1 FUNCTION subprogram supplied by the user. Detailed
descriptions of the MAIN program and of the subprograms are given in
Appendix I. An .example of a user supplied geometry description deck
is given in Appendix IV for the case of an ogive cylinder.
VCF AUXILIARY FILES
VCF designates TAPE 5 as the input file, TAPE 6 as the output file,
and.TAPE 7 as the punch file. In addition three auxiliary files are
utilized for transfer of binary data. These files are designated
TAPE 1, TAPE 3, and TAPE 4.
TAPE 1 is used to store the initial boundary layer profile. TAPE 3
and TAPE 4 are used to store intermediate information which is used to
continue execution of the program.
These auxiliary files must be rewound and stored on magnetic tape
or some other permanent storage file at the termination of each run.
To continue the run the files are obtained from permanent file storage,
and execution is continued, the necessary data being READ from TAPE 3 or
TAPE 4.
VCF OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The program deck, geometry input deck, and data deck are loaded
in the following sequence: . job card, system control cards, end-of-
record card, program deck, geometry input deck, end-of-record card,
data deck, end-of-file card. The geometry input deck and the data deck
are described in the Program Input Data section.
.. .VCF FLOWCHART
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The computer program was written in the FORTRAN IV language, and
was run on a CDC 6500 computer at Purdue University under the MACE
operating system. ADYNF requires 55000 words of central memory and
takes about 10 seconds to run.
ADYNF PROGRAM INPUT DATA
The input to ADYNF consists of body geometry, angle of attack,
characteristic parameters supplied by VCF, and values of c :and z,
also supplied by VCF. The number of knots and their locations, used
to approximate functions in the evaluation of the normal force and
moment coefficients are also read in.
Description of Input Decks
The user must supply the body geometry in the form of a FUNCTION
subprogram named RZERO. The value of the dimensional body radius r*,
should be returned as a function of dimensional axial distance along
the body, z*. In addition ENTRY DRZERO must return dr*/dz*. FUNCTION
RZERO is a subprogram deck of ADYNF supplied by the usir. For a given
geometry the deck used in ADYNF is identical to that used in PROGRAM VCF,
and in fact, the same deck may be used for both programs
Deck Setup:
FUNCTION RZERO (ZSTAR) CARD 1
RZERO - (body radius at ZSTAR) CARD 2
RETURN CARD 3
ENTRY DRZERO CARD 4
RZERO = (Rate of change of body radius with CARD 5




Description of Input Cards
CARD 1 - Identification. - Card 1 contains any desired identifying
information in columns 1-80.
CARD 2 - Flow parameters, characteristic dimensions. - Card 2
contains 6 real numbers, punched in a 12-column field. Columns 73-80
may be used in any desired manner. Card 2 contains the following.
Columns Variable Value Description
1-12 AATACK Angle of attack in degrees
13-24 LAMBDA Moment arm, X
25-36 LENGTH Dimensional body length, £
37-48 F ' Fineness Ratio, f
49-60 AW Characteristic length, a
61-72 RW Maximum Radius, d/2
CARD 3 - Number of knots, number of data points. - Card 3 contains
2 integers right justified in a-4 column field. The number of knots
refers to the number of cubic polynomials used to obtain an approximating
function to the data. A cubic polynomial approximates the data between
two knots. Card 3 contains the following.
Columns Variable Value - Description
1-4 NOKNOT 4-5 The interval is divided into
3 or 4 segments depending on
whether NOKNOT, is 4 or , 5 . The
endpoints of the segments are
the knots. .
5-8 LX The number of data points, z,
CARD 4,5 ... - Axial distance z, Coefficient of drag CD(Z). - Card .-
4,5 ... contain values of z and CD(z), these cards are punched by PROGRAM
VCF. The two numbers are punched in the first two .12-column fields of
each card. . . .
10
CARD LAST - Knot positions. - The last card•in the input deck to
ADYNF contains the location of the knots. Since the nondimensional body
length, is 1.0,vthese knot values should be: 0, values contained .in.the
interval [0,1], and 1. The knot values are punched, in;a.12-coiumnAfield:
6 to a card. The last card contains the following.
Columns , , -,,. .-.j Variable ... Value .Description.. - . ..,.,
1-12 XI(1) 0 Location of first knot
13-24 XI (iV l 0<( )<1 Location of 2nd knot
.f,:'---T...;^ b r;i /.•;-•.:.' •>•'.-• T •-' . - ' •
•
XI(NOKNOT)* 1 Location of last knot
1
 * •'•••-• ADYNF 'PROGRAM OUTPUT DATA ''
t- i / . . • . '
•*;'•%• "*'--: • '; j * • * • • . ,. . • •- -.'.,.
Program ADYNF output is printed output processed by a standard 132
character-per-line printer. The program printed output consist of: ' i:
(1) The given data [z, c (z) ]
•"
 j
 ••"•>"•'• i •'- '••':- • • ' :- n; ; .. • • •.'••''...• ••'•' ' •''';••.
(2) The^number of knots .;' . "'••-••
'•fa'. •!.:•' : ; o-fv; / • • ; ' • ' - • : ' • - : • ' . . . . ' • • . . „ • . - . • • • ' . . . . - . > * ' • . .
(3)'s? Initi'aif kn'ot locations . ' '
(4) Optimized knot locations (reference 4)
(5) The cubic coefficients used to approximate the- data in each interval
(6) ; The errors involved in approximating the data
'•''" .' "' " ; - .'• '•". ' '( -,' • ,' • ' ' * % • '
•(.7) The data1 point z and the approximation c (z)
3
, *i. '- '• f\!*!< ;./:•-. ~j~''.- •". ' ' .' : '•
(8) Values of z at '.05 increments from 0 to 1.0 and the value of the
approximation cn(z)
(9) Intermediate output from the integration subroutine CADRE (see
Appendix II for details)
. . . • • f 1(10) r The apprpkimation to the integral c (z) dz'' . The absolute error,
iAV- .:.-; . ' . . . ; • . . ' • Q ' • • . . - : • , ,
 ;
•*- and ''an indication as to the types of singularities involved in the v
integration, (see APPENDIX II - CADRE for further details) 4i
(11) The normal force coefficient CN
(12) Similar output for the calculation of the moment coefficient CM ^.
ADYNF PROGRAM STRUCTURE
ADYNF is a main program which references the subprograms RZRO, FIT,
SPLINEB, CADRE and the user input geometry subprogram RZERO. SPLINE,
references 3 and 4, and CADRE are "canned" routines obtained from Purdue
University's computing center. SPLINE is a deck of subprograms. ADYNF
calls SPLINEB which references other subprograms in the SPLINE deck.
Those subprograms are considered to be "black boxes," and are not
explained in detail in this report. However listings of the SPLINE
deck are included in APPENDIX II. Listings of ADYNF, FIT, and RZRO
are given in APPENDIX III. ADYNF designates TAPE 5 as input file
and TAPE 6 as output file. No other files are used. .•_..;.; •,,/.••
ADYNF OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS,
•. • ••- • . .•.• .- - . •..
The program deck, geometry input deck, and data deck ..are loaded, in
the following sequence: job card, system control cards, erid-of -record
card, program deck, geometry input deck, end-of-record card, data deck,
end-of-file card. The geometry input deck and the data .deck are
described in the Program Input Data section.
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APPENDIX I
PROGRAM VCF AND SUBPROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix.contains a brief outline of the purpose, method, and use of
program VCF and its subroutines. The principal variables and constants
in each are listed, and identified as input or output data. The subprograms
are listed in alphabetical order.
13 .
PROGRAM VCF
PURPOSE:' "To calculate the local normal force distribution coefficient
' , cn(z), to predict the line of separation 6gCz), and to
" provide the point vortex distribution, (xQ1., y01 ).v. • - . , . • . . • • • . . • • • • • „ . . - •,',"•- pK..;v pK
METHOD: VCF proceeds in discrete steps of time At^, usually given
the value .125. The index K, initially 0.,; is incremented
by 1 for each step in time, thus K=l for t-^ "4 tQ + _
where tQ denotes the initial time. The boundary layer
equations are integrated using a finite difference solution
developed by M. G. Hall, reference 1. The initial velocity
distribution is' supplied by Wundt's solution,' reference 2,
to the impulsive start of ".a circular cylinde"r% Once the
initial conditions have been calculated .the* 'subroutines
. used in the computations are no longer necessary. By
writing all of the pertinent data on a FILE, Jin this
instance either TAPES or TAPE4, arid then replacing the
inert subroutine with a dummy subroutine 1C,
 (and reading i,,,.1
the data back in, the central memory requirement can be
reduced after the first few minutes of computation time.
Further, since.the boundary layer solution "employs a
finite difference method, storage must be ,allocated for
a finite difference mesh or grid. However, since separation
soon occurs, values at mesh points greater than the separation
angle are no longer needed. By stopping execution, saving
the necessary data, redimensioning the boundary layer grid,
and then reading the data back in, and continuing execution,
the central memory requirements can be reduced even further.
For the case of the ogive cylinder the central memory
requirement could be reduced from 110000 words to 65000 words.
The boundary layer grid is DIMENSIONED in the main program
and values of u^, and vi are passed as parameters to sub-
programs with the DIMENSION parameters IDIM,'JDIM. Thus, if
boundary layer grid values are no longer, being used because
they are in separated' flow the variables U, W, UT, and UB are
appropriately DIMENSIONED in the main program.
The boundary layer finite difference scheme is applied either
to the top half of the cylinder or the bottom. The entire
boundary layer solution could be accomplished by a call
to BLBOX with appropriate values of velocity on the upper
surface being supplied, and then another call to BLBOX
with lower surface values. However, since the solution is
basically a small time one, and the flow is expected to
be symmetrical, it is only necessary to apply the finite
difference solution.to half of the cylinder. '
Once the velocity distribution in the boundary layer is
known, and a separation angle has been determined,
vorticity is introduced into the outer flow in the form
of point vortices. Due to the symmetry of the problem
14
USE:
separate vortex arrays were created for the vortices
born from the top separation angle, and for those coming
from the bottom separation angle. In addition when
.backflow velocities were great enough to generate vorticity
on the rear portion of the cylinder two additional top
and bottom arrays were created for those point vortices
originating from the rear separation angles.
Bernoulli's equation yields the pressure distribution
on the cylinder, and numerical
(0 < 9 < 2it), gives the drag.
ly integrating C_ cos 9
Sr
The point vortices existing at time t^ are convected with
'the fluid and at time t^ +i = t^ + At^ the tangential
velocity on the surface (boundary conditions for the boundary
layer equations), will be altered. A new boundary layer
velocity profile is calculated, a new separation angle
determined, and the cycle is repeated. When t^ corresponding
to z = 1.0 is reached,the program stops.
Data identification
Angle of attack
Reynolds number based on body length
Dimensional body length
Finite difference time step
Vortex core cutoff value
Empirical vortex flux factor
Program cycle termination index
Program central processor time termination value
ZFINAL Nondimensional length termination value
LR READ continue data from TAPE(LR) if LR=0 no
binary continue data is READ
LW WRITE continue data on TAPE(LW)
KPUN Vortex positions, velocities, and strengths are
punched every KPUN cycles































Initially equal to 1000, KS is set equal to K
when the first point vortex is born from the
b.l.
Initially equal to 1000, KR is set equal to K
when the backflow velocity exceeds a value of
.1
Equal to the number of t.b.l. vortices in the
flow at time t^
Equal to the number of b.b.l. vortices in the
flow at time t^
Equal to the number of t.r.s.l. vortices In the
flow at time t^ • - . : - .
Equal to the number of b.r.s.l. vortices in the
flow at time t^
The initial dimension of the 6 grid in the b.l.
Dimension of the vortex arrays, and of the drag
array. The number of program cycles must not
exceed NDIM
b.l. grid dimension- (6 , r )
1-1, 2, .... IDIM 3










Square of the sine of the angle of attack
Symmetric mode index
ISYM = 1, symmetric mode
ISYM =0, asymmetric mode
Condition on 6S, if THTASYM is greater than
6S, the program goes into the asymmetric mode
Program time index, initially set equal to
0 at to. K is incremented by 1 for each
successive step in time
Index used in the continuation of a run,
if KTS > K the b.l. grid is calculated
-X,.,:jT- .'
TI
. .., , ZHAT v
AK







 , - - . . •
Radius at time tk, a(t^ )
.a.(t0), .
a(tk)
Initial drag coefficient due to pressure
2TT a(t0) a(t0)
KMINUS1 K-l
,TH , , , tk_1/2....,,..
AK Radius at 'time tk, a(tfc)
AKDOT











Temporary storage of the value of KB
Boundary layer velocity, iT(F,tk,8)
CO,'
CDST T sin 6 d6 0 < 6 < n
s


















An integer denoting the element in the 9^
array, the value of which is the separation
angle
Trapezoidal sum used in the evaluation of CDST
and CDSB
Trapezoidal sum used in. the evaluation of CLST
and CLSB
Viscous contribution to the drag coefficient »
I•| 1 T sin 6 a(t) d9
0
Array of t.b.l. vortex diffusion times
Array of b.b.l. vortex diffusion times
Array of t.r.s.l. vortex diffusion times
Array of b.r.s.l. vortex diffusion times
Arrays of t.b.l. vortex coordinates
1
 'X* *V
Arrays of t.b.l. vortex velocities (u°, v°)
GAMMA Array of t.b.l. vortex strengths
Arrays of b.b.i. vortex coordinates
Arrays of b.b.l. vortex velocities
18
- %GMAB •-.'.-.-• Array of b;b.l. vortex strengths >


















 y ' '
CDN
TIME
Arrays of t.r.s.l. vortex velocities
\- . '
Array of t.r.s.l. vortex strengths
Arrays of b.r.s.l. vortex coordinates
-Arrays of b.r.s.l. vortex velocities
Array of b.r.s.l. vortex strengths
'" 'T 'sin 9"d9 ' ir < 9 < 2ir
s
T cos 9 d9 2ir
0.
9




< 9 < 2ir
Punch index
IPUN <>_•:!, punch vortex arrays . •
IPUN < 1, no vortex array punch
Drag coefficient due to pressure =
, - ••.2-a. , • . - . . . ' -,-.•
-7 C cos 9 a(t) d9
2
 } . P. • :
0
Drag coefficient, CD(t)
Local normal force distribution coefficient,
Execution time
SUBPROGRAMS BLBOX, DQI,.DRZRO, NONDIM, PDRAG, RSEP, RVTX, RZRO,






To calculate the coefficients a , b , c
n n n
. , • • •' " ' > ' ' , \ •
Given the b.l. velocity distribution the coefficients
a , b . c are calculated as outlined in reference 1.
n' n n
Function reference to
















The b.l. grid point (9 , r.)
b.l. grid dimension (9 , r.)
i = 1,2, ..., IDIM 7 J
j = 1,2 JDIM
U(9i' V V
u(6±, tk, ;.) ; '
See BLBOX
Coefficient a in the finite difference solution
of the b.l. equations




PURPOSE: To numerically integrate the unsteady b.l. equations
METHOD: A finite difference method is employed to solve the
two dimensional unsteady boundary layer equations,
(reference 1) .
USE: CALL BLBOX (SMALL M, DGAMMA, TAWD, TAWL, U, W, UT, UB,
• > IDIM, JDIM, MODE) ' ' '
J - ' • l ""' " ' - *
Input;
U The b.l. velocity distribution u(6., t. .., r )
UT 2-dimensional storage away for u(6., t. .., r )
UB 2-dimensional storage away for u(8 . , t,












An array the elements of which are the boundary
conditions (t.b.l.), for the finite difference
scheme ;
Boundary conditions (b.b.l.)
b.l. grid dimension (6 , r.)
i = 1,2 ..... IDIM 1 J
j = 1,2, . . . , JDIM
If MODE = 1 appropriate t.b.l. u values
will be input to the b.l. grid. If MODE = 2
b.b.l. u^- values are input
Index used in the continuation of a run,




IXTRSET An integer denoting the element in the S


























An integer denoting the element in the S
array, the value of which is the b.b.l.
separation angle
An integer defining the last element in the
AN array >>•-,>,.
A9 used to define the b.l. grid 8^T = 9. + A8
Defining the'elements/of the array/'DS as,
A0i+1 = Q - 8i, allows for the grid defined
to have a variable mesh spacing." J"
Array of 8. values
Array of t.b.l. 8. values
Array of b.b.l. 8. values
b.l. grid spacing Ar = .14
.1/2 A?••• ..- :, voy ••'
1/2
1/4 Ar2-!-'.-- . . •• '
Array of r values
The b.l. velocity distribution u(6., t,, 7.)
2-dimensional storage array for u(6 , t,, r.)
Tl < Q± < 217 J
2-dimensional storage array for u(6., t, , r )
IT < 0± < 2ir 1 k J
Successive estimates of the surface
shear T
The number of iterative cycles, (reference 1)
(u),-
T
T sin 8 evaluated for values of the 8 grid






















1C, FREEVTX, POTFLOW, TRID, RITE
The b.l. subroutine determines the velocity profile for
0 < 9 < 6 (0 < 6 < ir) , or for 0 < 6 < 6 (IT < 9 < 2ir).
s s s s
Thus if the flow is assumed to be symmetric, a finite
difference solution is required only on the top half of
the cylinder. If the flow is asymmetric, .BLBOX is called
twice with appropriate top or bottom grid values and













T B • • • - • - ' ' ' ' • • - > '








































X coordinate of the point on the cylinder
surface at which C is to be evaluated
P
Y coordinate of the point on the cylinder
surface at which C is to be evaluated
P











The time derivative of the potential function, ($, ), see
part 1, is computed by first determining the terms due to
the point vortices ($,t)v, adding to that the potential











To determine the coefficient d , (reference 1)
n
The equations for the calculation of d are given in reference 1
Function reference to




The b.l. grid point (6 , r.)
IDIM, b.l. grid dimension (6., r.)
JDIM i - 1,2 IDIM 1 J












Coefficient d in the finite difference solution
of the b.l. equations
BLBOX
UM, US, UL, AN
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PURPOSE: . To evaluate
SUBROUTINE DQI
2TT




 MET&bDi "" "Numerical integration using Simpsons rule

















The name of the EXTERNAL FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM
used; PDRAG to evaluate drag, PLIFT to
evaluate lift.
Program time index, see VCF
An even integer which determines the integration
stepsize h. The front of the cylinder is
divided into 2N equal parts, the front here
being -60° < 6 < 60°, and the back is divided
into 8N equal parts. The stepsize,
h = (60/N) (ir/180) .
An integer either 0 or 1, A value of 1 denotes
a symmetric flow, and the limits of integration
are (0,ir) and the value of the integral is
doubled. A value of 0 denotes an asymmetric





C cos 8 d9 by
P
PDRAG






To calculate vortex induced velocities •
Each point vortex and its image induce a velocity at
every other point in the field. The distancefbetween
the field point and the vortex location is determined
and induced velocity calculated, see part 1.. Summing
the.effects of all the point vortices yields, the vortex
induced velocity.
J
 . • . I ,'!l -' -.
CALL FREEVTX (PSIK1X, PSIK1Y, PSIK1R, IA) :
Input:
IA An integer value from 1 to 5.
IA = 1 Field point is a t.b.l. vor-tex
IA = 2 Field point is a b.b.l. vortex
IA = 3 Field point is on the cylinder
IA = 4 Field point is a t.r.s.l. yortex












































An integer denoting a particular point vortex,
the coordinates of which is the point at
which the velocity is being calculated.
X coordinate of the point vortex at which
the velocity is being calculated.
Y coordinate of the point vortex at which the





\ft* .' . ' i ' , . • •
USE.::, .._.,..;,,
To calculate the initial boundary layer profile for
the problem of a circular cylinder started impulsively
from 'rest'.1 ' •'• •'" ••'•>-''_•• '•'•'•"- '-•'" •'• '•'•. ^ - •••••• :t '' " •' ' ;
Wundt's solution for the impulsive start of a circular
cylinder, (reference 2). •• >
CALL. ie,;(AKTI, U, IDIM, JDIM,.. .MODE) ;:•.,. , :
AKTI a(t )
.IDIM,, b.l. grid, dimension
JDIM i = 1,2 ..., IDIM .




















An array, the elements of whichV are the boundary
conditions (t.b.l.) for the finite difference
scheme. uC
j =
e.^ , tQ, r.)
0 ,.< ,9. ..,.<•- -ir
Boundary conditions (b. b.l.) u.(| . , t , r.)
j ,.=„ JDIM 7r/<,,e«i-_!<;.27r ^
BLBOX
PHIO, PHI1, ZTA001, ZTA0011, ZTA02A1, ZTA02B1
= to ' (K=l) .Subroutine 1C is called once from BLBOX when
A dummy subroutine may be substituted thereafter, reducing
the central memory requirement. The 1C ^subroutine .and the











To calculate the characteristic radius a,, the maximum
diameter d, and the reference area S, for the input body
geometry.
* „*
Values of rQ(z ) are obtained from RZERO, the FUNCTION
SUBPROGRAM input by the user, for values of z along the
body axis. The maximum r (z ) , doubled, is d. For a
closed end body (r (A) = 0) the characteristic radius is
obtained by using the trapezoidal rule to approximate the
f* * ~* * ^
integral 1/2. r (z )dz = a. For open ended geometries
(ro(£) # 0), then a = d/2.
CALL NONDIM (DMAX, RW, AW, F,. S, L, PI)
Input ;
L Dimensional body length, I
PI . ir. .
Output;
























To calculate C (6) cos 6
P















To calculate the velocity at a point in the outer flow
due to the uniform inviscid flow about a circular cylinder.
Evaluate potential flow solution at a field point
CALL POTFLOW (PSIKXP, PSIKYP, PSIKRP, IA) :
Input: • • • • . ; •
Point vortex index .
U(tk)]2
An integer value from 1 to 5
IA = 1 Field point is a .t.b.l. vortex
IA = 2 Field point is a b.b.l. vortex
IA = 3 Field point is on the cylinder
IA = 4 Field point is a t.r.s.l; vortex

































To sum. the induced vortex velocity
The equations for the induced velocity of a point vortex
are given in part 1. '.••
CALL PSI (X, Y, GMA, NDIM, KI..RF, IA, IB, SUM, SUM1, TK)






















Coordinates of the point at which the velocity
is being calculated
Input arrays of point vortex locations
Input array of point vortex strengths
Dimension of the input arrays
Sum over KF - KI + 1 vortices
Input array of vortex diffusion times
r
c
Field point index (See FREEVTX)
Integer which determines if a point vortex
is to be ignored in the sum
f\j
v° induced by input vortex array
%






To calculate the vortex contribution to C
P
Equations for the calculation of $, are given in partui."
CALL PV (X, Y, ,XDT, YDT, .GMA, NDIM, KI, KF, SUM, TK) "''1
Input: .-"• . ••;: , . • , ' ? : •- . •. .••..:••• ;...
AK a^tv^


















- Coordinates of the point on the cylinder
at which C is to be evaluated
- . . P. .
Input arrays of point vortex locations
Input arrays of point vortex velocities
- "' • ; . . ' • . ' . , . .r .' t
Input array of point vortex strengths
Dimension -of the .input arrays
Sum over .KF - KI + 1 vortices
Input array of vortex diffusion times
r









To print the b.l..velocity distribution
f".'." .:• .:•':'
 ; •: - ... • . . . . ;
, ENCODE is used to create execution time FORMAT statements,
so'that only the velocity profile for 0-t<,'6.<, 0 is printed.
S
CALL RITE (MT, IDIM, JDIM, U, ZN, NX, SfiDEG; ZHAT, DELS, K)
Input; < i
MT An integer value equal > to 1 or' 2 .,,<•_
. , If MT = 1 the initial velocity profile is printed
.'.~-,-.-. :• , •• if'Mr = 2 the velocity prof ile at t is printed
' • " • • • " • ' i • ' . •• . »
.IDIM,, b.l. grid dimension (6 , r )
JDIM :i = lv'2,:..., IDIM 3








u(ei' V *j)"'" •:v
Array of r. values j = 1,2, ..., JDIM
••. ~ '."*-/ ,. • . . . J'.-'. '. • ; .. ' •.. •','-.
An array containing a count of the number
of iterative -'cycles* (reference 1)
Array of 6. values i =1,2, ..., IDIM




















(see part 1) . .
CALL RSEP (THTASF, THTASR, THTA, UBL,-<INTXM INITAL, MODE)
Input; ;•-."-. - '•<: - - •• ..• •• r'-^ q





Array of 6 values i = 1,2, .; . --INITAL
Array of u° (6^  value's/i-=-Iy2; \ .., INITAL
An integer denoting the element--of the
THTA array which is'the separation angle
INITAL The inital dimension of the b.l.Vlgrid,
(6 = IT) i = INITAL
MODE = 1
MODE = 2
0 < 6 . < ir
IT < 9 < 2ir
Output;








To calculate the position and strength of the r.s.l.
vortices
Subroutine RSEP has determined the r.s.l. separation
angle. The strength of the vortex that would be born
is T = -At u°2/2. If this value of T does not exceed
.1 it is stored in arrays. The next time cycle (t,.,),
a new 6J-. is calculated, and if the new separation angle
exceeds the previous one then the previous point vortex
is aborted. However, if the new 6r is less than the
previous value of 6r, the previous point vortex is lumped
together with the one now in question. After five time
cycles (t^ < t < t,+c), or when the lumped.vortex strength
becomes .1 or greater, the lumped vortex is placed into
the outer flow. The angle at which it is placed is the
average of the five previous separation angles. See part
1 for equations.
CALL RVTX (X, Y, GMA, THTASR, THTASM, THTAS, UZZ, UZZSQ,





6r at the time previous to r.s.l. vortex birth
5
Storage array for 9r values
• s
Storage array for u° values
Storage array for u°2 values
Storage array for T values
MODE = 1 0 < 6 < TT
MODE =2 if < 9 < 2-n
An integer count of the number of time cycles
completed since the previous r.s.l. vortex was



















Lump parameter, usually NF = 5. When
N = NF a lumped point vortex is placed in
the outer flow
Dimension of vortex arrays , . ....
An array of vortex diffusion .times
Lumped vortex strength
If IFLAG(N) = 0, the point vortex aborted
If IFLAG(N) = 1, the point vortex is lumped
Coordinates of r.s.l. vortex born
Strength of r.s.l. vortex born
m .
rk











To calculate the nondimensional body radius r as
*• o
a function of nondimensional distance z along the
body axis.
The dimensional quantities are multiplied by characteristic
dimensions.
Function reference to

















To calculate a first approximation to u<
r
See reference 1, for further explanation.
Function reference to






The b.l. grid point (6 , r )
b.l. grid dimension (6., r )
i = 1,2, ..., IDIM J






U First approximation to u(6. -, t, , r )
BLBOX, DN
Alternate ENTRY points to UAPRX1 are US, UL, and UM
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SUBROUTINE ;VEL
PURPOSE: j- > .To .calculate thejvelocity -.of :the point vertices -..-..'
.; METHOD: (.-j
 t :Each point vortex, has ^ .velocity due to the'.uniform flow
'•"-
 L




all of ...the -other -point vortices; :•:.- :/>•' •-•.;
CALL VEL (X, Y, XDT, YDT, NDIM,- KI-, KF, IA)
Input: •'..• ;•/-. ;. • ... •.*• , , /•:






Input arrays of vortex locations
Dimension of the vortex arrays :
; - KF VT KI.;.+ 1 is the'.number of vortices
in an array • . \, . ' .':




Output arrays of vortex velocities
VCF, RVTX
SUBPROGRAMS;







To calculate the coordinates of the point vortices
at time
,
Each point vortex travels u? At^ iri 'the x direction,
<\, •• - , k , ••: • •;; ,- .• . ,
and v° At, in the y direction. . , .
•C " ' ' "" . . .• .1. . • > .•
CALL VM (X, Y, XDT, YDT, NDIM, KI, KF.IA) ;.....
: - / ./. • . ':;. 1 . - • . - , . 3; fi;
Input ; , ,; ,. '. . ,' '[ _y













Input arrays of vortex velocities" '
KF - KI + 1 is the number of vortices
in an array .
IA Vortex field point index (see FREEVTX)
Output:
R Distance from cylinder to vortex
XTEMP, Temporary storage of the input .vortex locations
YTEMP '"••• '
Vortex locations at tk+1
VMFIX
VMFIX is called only if






(To calculate a corrected point vprtex location.
The Atfc approximation involved in the motion of the
vortices allows for the possibility that a point vortex
.may cross..the cylinder boundary. Since this is
physically impossible VMFIX appends the vortex motion
and places the point vortex outside of the cylinder.
VMFIX calculates the tangent to the cylinder at the
point where a vortex'has crossed the cylinder boundary.
Appended u°, v° are returned to VM such that the point
vortex will travel along the tangent line.: •'_











Some small parameter (.001), applied to the
transformations to insure that the appended
velocities will result in a new vortex location
outside of the cylinder.






VM calls VMFIX if R < a(tk)(see VM), upon returning to VM
the vortex location is recalculated starting with the






Print, punch,' vortex locations, strengths, and velocities.
CALLED
FROM:
Tape 6 = Output, Tape 7 - Punch....
CALL WRIT (X, Y, XDOT,' YDOT,' GAMMA, ,p,. YB, "QMAB,.




Input array of t.b.l. or t.r.s.l. vortex locations
XDOT, Input array of t.b.l. or t.r.s.l. vortex
YDOT velocities
GAMMA Input array of t.b.l. or t.r.s.l. vortex
strengths
XB, Input array of b.b.l. or b.r.s.l. vortex
YB locations
XDOTB, Input array of b.b.l. or b.r.s.l. vortex
YDOTB velocities
GMAB Input array of b.b.l. or b.r.s.l. vortex
strengths
KIT, KFT - KIT + 1 = number of t.b.l. or t.r.s.l.
KFT vortices to be output
KIB, KFB - KIB + 1 = number of b.b.l. or b.r.s.l.
KFB vortices to be output
IW IW = 6 Print
IW = 7 Punch




PROGRAM ADYNF AND SUBPROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains a brief outline of the purpose, method, and use of
program ADYNF. and subroutine FIT. Subroutine RZRO is described in
APPENDIX I. Subroutines SPLINEB and CADRE are not described in this





To calculate CXT and C.. ,N M, A
Values of C (z) and z output from PROGRAM VCF are input
on cards to PROGRAM ADYNF. The normal force and moment
are given by
CN = <4f/IT) dz . and
USE:




respectively. Approximations to thse integrals are
evaluated by first obtaining a least squares cubic spline
approximation to the integrand function and then by
integrating the approximate function. The integration
interval is divided into sections, and a cubic polynomial
approximates the integrand in each section. The endpoints
of the sections are called "knots" the approximating




AATACK Angle of attack
LAMBDA Moment arm coefficient
LENGTH Dimensional body- length
F Fineness Ratio
r\j
AW Characteristic length, a
RW Maximum Radius, d/2
NOKNOT Number of knots used to segment the interval
LX
X
The number of C (z) values





























Array of C (z) values
Array of knot positions, the length of the -:
array equals'NOKNOT
Number of sweeps through opt,(reference 4)
Knot values after optimization
Cubic coefficients
Least square error, spline approximation
Average error, spline approximation
Maximum error,. spline approximation
z ' • ' . . . " '
Spline approximation, to integrand at z
Scaled error, spline approximation
Normal force coefficient C,N
Approximation to the integral <fc
Jn n
dz
Computed absolute error in CNI (See Appendix
II - CADRE) .
An integer between 1 and 5 indicating what
difficulties were met with in obtaining an
approximation to CNI (See Appendix II - CADRE)
Moment coefficient, -C
I A
Approximation to the integral
ro d




SPLINES, CADRE, FIT, RZRO
4'9
REMARKS: VCF punched output z, CD(z) is input to ADYNF. The
first value of z output by VCF is z = .03, and the
final value of z is usually slightly less than 1.0.
It is known that at z = 0, CD = 0, and by extrapolating
the given data to z = 1.0, two additional data points "
are input to ADYNF. See the ADYNF PROGRAM INPUT DATA
section, and APPENDIX IV - ADYNF SAMPLE INPUT, for further
explanation of the input data.
To evaluate the C« and CM \ integrals, the integrand
functions are approximated using cubic splines. This
smooths the data, and allows for the integrand 'to be
approximated at any z which permits the use of the
integration routine CADRE. CADRE has been proven to be
a very successful numerical integration scheme and errors
in the calculation of CN, CM , are believed to be less
than 2%. Subprograms RZRO and RZERO are called by ADYNF.
For listings and use of CADRE and SPLINEB see'Appendix II.
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FUNCTION FIT








 Tf2 ~ — 1 cm j •*• tidz
arbitrary values of z, 0 < £ < 1.
"
The cubic coefficients have been supplied by SPLINEB.
--The i set of coefficients used to. approximate the integrand
„,-; depends upon knot locations and z. , ^
r
' -Function 'reference to FIT (X) : : -






FIT Cubic spline approximation to the
integrand function
ADYNF
For further information on spline approximations see,




This appendix contains a listing of SUBROUTINE 1C and subprograms referenced
by 1C. After the first program cycle is completed SUBROUTINE 1C and its
subprograms are no longer required, and can be replaced by a dummy
SUBROUTINE 1C. The coding for the dummy program follows the original
SUBROUTINE 1C listing. '•'-:
52
Description of Parameters
Variable or FUNCTION Subprogram Description J2J
V









SU3ROUTINE I C t A K T I , U , I D I M , J D I M , M O O E )
D I M E N S I O N U < I D I M , 2 , J O I M ) ^
n i lENSION N X C 5 3 ) , D £ G < 5 3 ) ' • • • - • ' . . - ' A '
DIMENSrbN THTA(53) '• , . • . , .. . ,r , .- ... . ,. t<. -,
COMWON ALPHA,PI ,PI2 ,RE,SRE,SQRTPI ,OTOR,RTOO,RC,RGMAXSQ,SIGMA,LEVEL
C O » 1 M O N / B L O C K ? 0 / D X , O Z , I N T X 1 , K J B I G 1 ' '"" " ' ' " ' '1C
CpMMON/BLbC<i4/S(531,ST(53V,SBf53) - ? -= .):•< .
C b M M O N / ? L O C K 3 i J / T , T I , O E L T , O E L T T , O E L T 8 ' ' .' > - fix
C O M M O N / 8 L 8 0 X 2 / T A U , P T < » , N 8 I G > • • ' . . ' "
CCMMON/8LBpXl? /7N(51) , ISFP ' ' . . - - : : - ' ,
COMMbN/BLBbxi3/KTS,IXTRSET,IXBRSET,UTN8IG(53) ,UBNBIG( '53)
C O M N O N / P L O C K 5 / A K , A I C S O O , A K H A L F , A ' K O O T
C O M M O N / 9 L 8 0 X V / A ? , A O , B l , C n , 0 2 , 0 0 , E l , E O
B ' ? "" f!C' 7
1C 8
COMMON/nLBOX7/K«*A , K O A , L 3 A , L 2 A , L l A , L O A : 1C
,83B,BlB,C29,COP,03B,01B,E'»e,E28,EOB,F15B 1C




/ n « * , , l , K O , 3 , l ,
COMVOM/BLBOXe^A<»B,A?9 ,AOB,83B,BlB,C29 ,COP,03B,
COMMON/ '3LBOX9/G<»B,G28,G18,  2B,H1B, ,
C O H W O N / B L R O X 1 0 ^ K « » « K 2 B K l « < O B L 3 B L 2 B L i g L O
» , , , , ,
/ B L R O X 1 0 ^ K « » « , K 2 B , l « , , L 3 , L 2 B , L i g , L O B
P E A L I P K P L PL
, I ?B , I1 , I1A, I19 ,H>, IOA,IOB
, K t f B , K 2 , K 2 A , K 2 8 , K l , K l A , K 1 8 ,
,L3B,L?»L?A,L2S,L1 ,L1A,L1B,
?) GO TO 1
A«A=-1.0 /^ t . D




E 2 A = 2 . 0 * S Q R T r 3 . f J » / ( 5 . 0 * P i )
FOH=8 .0*SQRT (2 . 0 ) / ( 1 5 . n » S O R T ( » I ) )
GVA=-5. 0/6. (]«•?. 0 / < 9 . n * P I >
f ; l A = - i » . 0 / ( 3 . 0 » S O R T ( P I ) )
IC 13
iC Ik
E'»A , E 2 A , E O A , F O A ' 1C 15


































HH=-73. r5/? '» .?«-?3.0/(13.n»BI) . ' - 1C. 58
' H t ! A = - 1 . 0 / ( 3 . n * S O R T ( P I ) ) 1C 59
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I ?A=- t . f l / 3 .0* l .O/ (9 .0»PI ) . 1C 60
I l A = l . n / C * . 0 * < ; O R T ( P I ) ) 1C 61
I O A = - 5 . P / 6 . n n » . 0 / < q . O * ' > T ) 1C 62
Kt>A=-l . !J /2.f l -(2.0*?7.fJ»SORT(3.irM/(15.0»Pn-6<f.O/(135.1)»PI*»2) 1C 63
KPA.sT. 0*tC<*A.. • . . , - . . . . . . 1 C 6 < t
KlV=-«f.O/SQRT(Pi)-l6.0/ (9.1*PI*SQRT(PI) ). ' .1C 65
0 + 9l.O»SQRT(3. a»/(60.0»PI)-16.0/(«»5. 0*PI**2) 1C 66
0 + 27.0*SORTC<.0-M/(30.0*PI)-32.0/(135.0*PI*»2) 1C 67
L2A=2.fl/(3.0*SQRT(PI>» 1C 68
i.iA=-t9.f!/t?.«J-(22.P«-81.1J»SORT(3.0n /(36.0*PI)-16.0/(27.0»PI»*2) 1C 69
LOA = (-17.0«-8.0»?nRT < ?. 0))/(15. O'SQRT(PI))-16.0/(15.0*PI»SQRT(°I)) 1C 70
A.«»9=l.«»/3.0 " . . ' . - . • 1 C 7 1
A.?q=0.0 •"-.. . . . , 1 C 7 2
AO'B=1..0/.C.O . . . . . . . . 1C 73
/l?.0 ' : , . . . ' . . . . , . , , ' 1 C 7 < »
0/8.0 . . . ' . . ' 1 C 7 5
C?'?=l.n/3,.0. , •-• - , - .,. ' ' . - . 1C 76
coc«=-5;o/i?.ir .... . . . . .
 I C 7 7
P33=-9.n/160.!J " ' . • ' • • ' . ' , ' : . .1C 78
P19=-31..n/3?i».0 1C 79
O . 1C 80
Cl . . . . 1C 81
0 . . ' . _ , , . , . . 1 C 8 2
FO=J=FOA 1C 83
. - . ... 1C 8^
1C 85
G1B=0.0 . 1C 86
... GnB=5.U/8.0-1.0/(6.0*PI) 1C 87
HS«?=7*tI/'».0*7..n/.(9.0*PI). . . . . . . . 1 C 8 8
H2B=1.0 1C 89
HlH=-1.0/8.0»5.0/(6.n*PI) 1C go
HOB =0.0 1C 91
123=0.5*2.0/O.O*PI) 1C 92
119=0.0 1C 93
If)3=-1.0/i».!J*2.0/(9.<3*PI) '. 1C 9<f
l<<i9=7.0/6.0*(2«».0*9.15*SQRT(3.0))/(?0.fl*PI)*32.0/('»5.0*PI**2) 1C 95
:'i <2g=n.5<-(136.0*8l.O*SQRT(3.0») /(60.0*PI) +32.0/(15. 0*PI**2) 1C 96
»fl9=0.t! . 1C 97
K'nel=f.fl/e.O*(56.0+81.0*SQRT(7.0'»/(2^0.0*PI)»-8.0/(15.0*PI»*2) 1C 98
>. L39=7.fl/12.Qf(2'f.tJ*9.0*SQRT(3.ff))/ ( ^ 0. 0*PI) *16. O/«»5. 0*PI**2) 1C 99
L2B=0*0 , 1C 100
;. L19=-5.0/2«».'»»-(^0.0*?7.t!»SQRT(3.0))/(^8.P*PI)*8.0/(9.0*PI**2) 1C 101
Lp^=(-?.n+8.0»SORT(2.3) )/(15.0»-SQRT(PI))-8.0/(«»5.0*PI*SORT(PI)) 1C 102
C\j , 1C 10^
C ,, EMt) MUNHT DATA . .1C 105
P'... . ' - . . . ' . 1C 106
''l CONTINUE . ' : . ' ' ' 1C 108
, -DO 215 I=1,INTX1 1C 109
IP(MOPE.EQ.l) S(I)=ST(I) ,, " . 1C 110
f: • IF(^OOE.EQ.2) S(I)=SB(I) ' . . . . . , . 1C 111
'• THTA(II=S(I) , 1C 112
TiEG (I)=THTA(I)*RTOO , .
CL-, *•.»*»*»»«» BC Z = 0 . - . 1C 113
U(I,1,1)=0.0 1C HJf
*- U(I ,2, 1)=G.O . 1C 115
;,, np ?0 J=?,NQIG .1C 116
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C*»****»»* B.C. T H E T A = 0 . 0 1C 117
IFd.NE.il GO TO 11 1C 118
U<I,1,J)=0.0 1C 119
GO. TO 20 •. . ... . - , . • • 1C. . - 120
11 I F < J . N E . N B I G ) GO TO 10 , .- ."• 1C 3 121
U ( I , 1 , N B I G ) = ? . 0 * S I N < T H T A < I » ' 1C ^ 122
I F ( M O D E . E O . l ) U T N B I G < I ) = U ( I , 1 , N B I G ) 1C -123
IF<MODE.EQ.2J UBNBIG (I) =U(1,1, NBIGI 1C 12*
GO TO 20 1C 125
10 CONTINUE 1C 126
E T A = Z N < J ) / < 2 . 0 * S O R T ( T I ) ) 1C 127
Q = 2 . 0 * S I N ( T H T A ( I ) ) 1C 128
r>p=? .o*cos<THrA<m ic 129
0 ' 'P=-? .0*SIN(THTACI) ) 1C 130
U ( I , l , J ) = Q * < Z T A f l 0 1 C E T A > + T I * Q P * Z T A 0 1 1 ( E T A ) « ' T I * * 2 M Q P » * 2 * Z T A 0 2 A l 1C 131
1<FTA)*Q»OPP*7TA028KETA>» 1C 132
20 C O N T I N U E 1C 133
C U AT T=TI GOES TO U (BAR) AT T=TI 1C 13<»
00 21 I=1,INTX1 1C 136
UTNRIG(I)=AKTI»UTN9TG(I) 1C 137
l'^ei!5(I)=AKTI*UBNBir,{I) 1C 138
HO ?l J=1,MBI3 1C 139
?1 U(I ,1, J)=AKTI*U(I,l,J) 1C 1«»0
IF(MOiDE.E0.2) GO TO 9 1C 1<*1
TF< LEVEL .GE.'*) CALL RITE (1,IOIM,JOI1 ,U,ZN,NX,S, OEG,ZHAT,DELS,K)
9 CONTINUE 1C 157
WRITE(1) (UTNBIG(I),(U(1,1,J),J = 1,N*IG),1=1,INT XI)
RETURN ic 163
END 1C 16<»
SUBROUTINE I C ( A K T I , U , I O I M , J O I M , M O O E )
P I ^ E N S I O N U ( I D I M , 2 , J O I H )
D
*
C O « M O N / B L B O X 1 3 / K T S , I X T R S E T , I X B R S E T , U T N B I G ( 5 3 ) , U B N B I G ( 5 3 )











' FUNCTION "HKMFATA) PHIO 1
•' PHI P=^RP ( £ A T A ) - 1 . 0 . PHIO 2
PET URN PHIO 3
57
FUNCTION PHIKEATA) . .-.,.. TWIT
COMMON ALPHA,»I,PI2,RE,SRE,SQRTPI,OLTA PHI1
CO?1MdN/BL80X2/TAU,PT4,N8IG ..-..-, PH11 '




JC$E$» ZTAOtJl tCATAI ,. , . . . . , , . . - . . . . . . . ~ - . . . . . . -,,.-.,._.^-.-,
•ZTAO.n 3
'
NO | J?« a
ZTAOOi 5
59
FUNCTION zTantnEATA) ZTAUII r
COKMON ALPHA,PI,PI2,RE,SRE,SQ»TPI,DLTA ZTAflll 2
COMMON/BLBQX2/TAU,PT«»,NBIG ZTA01J 3
COHMON/BL80X VfA 2~fAUTBTV CtT ,02»DW» El» €TT ZTA011 "4"
E=EATA ZTA011 5
A2=1.0 • • • ZTA011 6
AOs-0.5 ;i ZTAOil T
81*1.5 ; ' ZTA.fi 11 8
CO* 0.5 ZTAOil 9
-o?g3.a*v.-ir/-fSiir*-Pii' ZTAOi rtr
DO=-0.5«-;2.0/U.O»PI) ZTAOI .11.
El= 2.0*2.0/<.^.0»PI) , ZTAOI 12





































































































P02 . Z T A 0 2 59
HP=tM^»FT l fH2»ET?*H l *F fHO)*PO»P1 ' Z T A 0 2 60
IPs (I?*ET?»-Il*E*IO)*Pi? •'' , ' .' , ZJA02 61
KP= (K<»»ETt» + K2*ET2*< l *E«-Kn) *PO " "'' ' ' ZTA02 62
LP= (L^*ET,T*L2»FT?*L1*E*LO»*P1 , . Z T A 0 2 63
7Tft T1?Al=f lP*lPvCP*DP*EP«-f rP4-GP4-HP*IP*KP+LP . . . Z T A 0 2 6 < »
PET URN ' . ' , ;.. . Z T A 0 2 65








































































































HP=(H3»ET1+H2*ET2+H1*E*HO)*PO»P1 Z T A 0 2 60
<I?»ET2+Il*E+Itn»P12 ZTA02 61
<K¥»€f *»K?»ET?*Kl*e»Xtrr»T»tr ZT^TT? 6?
LP= (L3*ET3»L2*ET2+Ll*e+L<J)*Pl ZTA02 63




CdMW SUBROUTINE LISTINGS - 
- SECOND 
- SPLINE, ARI'm1 
- TRID 
FUNCTIO~ C A O R E ( F ~ P ~ B ~ A E R R ~ R E S R ; L € V E L ~ E R F O R ~ I F L A G )  
~HIS--F:QN~C_T-JOK-F~E.~_U_RVS ~NJSJTMATC *CdOFtE* FOP THE ..NUMRER 
--... - 
I N T  I ~ T E G R A L  OF * f * ( ~ l  FROM &A* T n  *Ra 
CHICH -HOPEFULLY S A T I S F I E S  
ABS1 I.NT.. .t-!.C.AGR.E*) ..... *LE.'. ... A M A X  7 ( *AE.RR!X.. ?!PERRP_.?.IIr!.ES-. AB$!.INT~._)., 
THE PROGRAM USES cA;liTT.CUS ~ O A P ~ I V F  QOMRERG  EXTRAPOLATION^ 
I N  T H I S  SCkEIE9  THE 1NTEGGAL IS C ~ L C U L A T E D  AS THE SUM OF IkTEGRALS 
-C.Vrs -SY_L?.AB-LY._.S.W~LL s U ~  I l u t . € R v l \ ~ S  .,-. ON.:-EA.C)~ CUB INTERVAL .AN FSTf  Y A T I  
* V I N T & t  W I T H  ESTIMATED ARSOLUTE ERROR WRRER*, I S  POUNO B y  CAUTIOUS 
GOPBERG EXTRPPCL~TION. I F  *ER!?ER~ I S  SVALL EkOUQPr *V INTo I S  ACCEPT 
.ED. .AtiO__.eD_aEP_ .TC- -*CADRE? *.-.&NO . ~ E . R R € R ?  .... !s...ADcEO--TQ-?-~.PP~R_. *._QIHERM-l5E 
THE ' SUBINTERVAL IS HnLVEP9  AN^ EACH CIA! F 1.5 COkS1OEREO SEP~RATELY *
INFORMPTIOI\ P B ~ U ?  THE .CTWER n b L F  ~EING TEMFORARICY STACK.€D. 
F THE hACE OF 4 SIhGLE-ARGUMENT PEAL F t N C T I O N  SUBPROORAM 
T H I S  k b M ~  4UST APPEAR I N  THE C a L L I h G  PROGRAM I N  AN 
EXTERNAL S T A T E P E ~ T  
A 9-e T ~ E  TWC F N O P O I ~ T S  OF THE ~NTERVJL PF INTE-GRATION 
AERR 
RERR DESIREC ~ R S O L U T E  AND R E L ~ T I V F  FUROF I N  THE ANSWER 
LEVEL n h  I ~ T E G E Q  I N D I C i l f  I h C  DEsrREO LEVEL OF PRIhTO-UT 
* L E *  1 9  h O  PflJhTCUTr 
1 2 9  SUCCESS Cfi F a ~ L u a p  M F S S A G F ~  AND L I S T  OF SINGULAR- 
7 T I E S  ENcCUNTEREQ I IF ANY) r 
= 3 9  TN ADDITICN~ bLL S~BINTERVPLS C o h S I D t ~ t 0  ARE L I S T E D  
TOGETHER N l T H  THC K I N D  OF FECULAA BEHAVIOUR FOUND 
( I F  ANY), 
= 49  I N  AD~ITICNI A L L  QATIOZ COhSIDEREO ARE L I S T E D  AS ZS 
INFO Oh c h I C u  O E C ~ S I O N  PRoCECURE IS BASED9 
~ G E *  59 I N  A o O I T I C N ~ _ J L L  T-TABLES PRE_ LISTED*-_ 
CAGRE ' ESTXCA.TE  OF THE 1 h f E ~ w b ~ .  RETUQNED VIA TM FUNCTIO~ CALL* 
ERfiOR E S T I W A T E C  HOUNC Ch TWF ABSOLUTE ERFOR OF THE NUMBER *CADRE* 
. U . L A G .  .&)r -I.~.TEGER BE7kEEh. 1 A N D  .... i. INDILA.U&E-W~~~A~_~LEFIC.VLT IF% 
'wEFE VET WITPI  SPECIF.ICA~,LY 
= 1 9  A L L  IS H E L L *  
-.=. -2 9 .oh.€ OHE VCRF S I ~ G U L A R I T T E S  ~ E F E . _ . S U C . ~ S S F _ I J L L Y - ~ ~ A N D L E ~ . ~  
= 3 9  I h  SOWE S L B T ~ T E Q ' V A L ~ S )  r TuE ESTIMATE O V I N T *  WbS ACCEPT 
EC WEMELY B E C A ~ S F  ~ E R R E R *  WAS !WALL, EVEN THOUGH NO 
REGLLAR R E ~ B ~ I O U F !  CCuLO .BE...R~~QG-N.I.?.En.9. 
r 4 9  FPICURE* CVFFFLQW OF STBCY 4TS* ( T H I S  HAS NEVER HAPPEN 
E C *  - s O F a F ) r .  . 
t 5 9  F b I C U u E *  T O C  SMALL A SURINTERLAL IS REQUISEOI .THIS MAY 
HE CUE 7 0  TFC MUrH WQISF IN TCE FUNCTION (RELATIVE T a  
T.kE GIVEN EafiOR QEQIITREwENTS) OR DUE 10 A P L A I N  ORNERY 
CUPEST PEST E I T T M A T E  S O  F A R  FOR 
I h T  - ( INTE.C.R~L OVFP CURRFNTLY cOhSIDERED.. SUBIN.TERV/U,). . 

























CADRE. 24 ' 
CADRE 25 
CADPE 26. .  
CADRE Z7 
CADRE 28 












I I A O R F A  
CADRE 42 
CADRE 43 



































































ERRR RELATIVE E*RQR. HFGUlPFMENT UsEnJ DERIVED FROM INPUT «PERR»
ANC CHCSPM To LlF aETuiEEN: .1 AN'O 1C TIMES «TOLMCH».
ERRA = ABS(«AER««)
STAGE (MCRE CR LESS) EcUAL TO •> TO THE -(«ISTAGF»)
THESE FIVE QUANTITIES ARE USEO IM THF OFTEPKINATTON OF THE LOCAL
ERROR REQUIREMENT. . '
STEPKN wIMf'UN OJHlNTERvAL LF.NGTH PERMITTED.
TS 'STACK CF VALUES CF F(.x) So FAR COMPUTED BUT NOT YET
SUCCESSFULLY iiSEr ,
ISTAGE AN INTEGER iNDlCflTINn THF HEIGHT OF THE STACK OF INTERVALS
YET TO 9F PRcCESSEO. . .
>.'- . .
««#«« LIST CF PARAMETERS ***»«
TOLMCH DEFENDS CM TnE LENGTH OF FLOATING POINT ("AMTISSA; SHOULD RE
A6CUT 1.E-.7 FO* ?7 BINARY BIT, "ANTISSA AND
ABCUT i.E-13 FCH 48 RTN'APY Bit MANTISSA.
AITLOW SHOULD BF SOMEWHAT GfiFATpR THAN 1.
H2TOL. . ' .
AITTOL,
OUMPTL TOLERANCES UsEC IN THF DECISION* PRCCESS To RECOGNIZE
H*«2 CONVERGENCE. X»«ALPHA TYPF CONVERGENCE. OR :
jUMP-TYPp CONVERGENCE OF THE TpAPEZOID. SUMS,
CAXTS. .. ,",
fAXTBL. • • .
MSTGE ARE THE THREE DIFFERENT .UPPER I.IMITS FOR .THE .DIMENSION OF
THE VAP-ICUS ARRAYS, ' • '
««««« FRCGHAW LAYCUT »**»*
IMTIALI74TION, . ,
5.6 BEGIN ^OfiK ON ^ExT SyRlNTFRVAL ' '
9-U GET NEXT T*APF.ii!OlC- SUM
15-19 GET PATICS. PRELIMINARY OFCISlfW PPOCEDURE/
20- ESTIMATE »VINT« ASSUyrNG SMOOTH INTEGRAND
30- ESTIMATE *VlNT« ASSUyjNG INTEGRAND HAS X««ALPHA TYPE . •
SINGULARITY
40- NO LUCK !*ITH TUS TRapEZoiD sU.M. GET NEXT ONE OR GET OUT.
50- ESTIMATE *VIrvT* ASSUMING jNTpGRAND HAS JUMP . '
60- ESTIMATE <»</INT« flSSUwjNG INTEGPAND IS STRAIGHT LINE
70- ESTIMATE *VINT« ASSUMrNG VARIATION IN; INTEGRAND'
is MOSTLY' NOISE. . ' . : : ; . ' . '
80- INTEGRATION QVEH CURRENT sUBlNTERVAL SUCCES'SFUL.
.SET UP NEXT sueiNTERvAL, IF ANY, OP RETURN.. .'
90- INTEGRATION OVER CURRENT SUBINTERVAL NOT SUCCESSFUL.
MARK CURRENT SUBINTESVAL FOR SUBDIVISION AND SET UP
NEXT SLBTMTERV/AL. ,
900- FAILURE. . .
DIMENSION T ( l f ! » l o > » H ( 1 0 > » A T T ( l n ) »nlF(ln)iFN(4) ,
« TS(2.H9) ,I6EGS<3<h »REGlN(3*) ,FIMS<30) ,EST(30)
REAL LENGTH, i,ji,lMPTL . " • ' '
LOGICAL H2CCNV.AITKEN, RIGHT, RFGLAR,REGLSV(30) ... .
DATA TOLMCH,AITLO*,1-2TCL»ATTTO! . JIJMPTL ,K AXTS.M AXTBL ,MXSTGF
« / ?.E-13» 1.) » .15 , .1 , .01 , ?049, 10 , 30/
DATA RN/. 71420053,. '34662815, ,PA375l,,l?C33046/
DATA ALG4C2 /. 301 0?<i9Q5663q79«5/
CADRE =0. . .








































































































IF (LENGTH .EG. 0.) RETURN
FRRR • AMIN1 (,T .ApAXKABStPFRP). lO.»T01HrH))
ERRA a ABS(AERR)
STEPMN s AMAXi (LENGTH/FLOAT (?««MXST(?E) .
• ANAXl (LENGTH. ABS(A) ,ABS(fi) )#T_QLKCH.)
STAGE » .5
ISTAGE * 1










FEND * F(ENC)/?.jrs-(2i » FENC
IEND « 2
5 RIGHT s .FALSE.
INVESTIGATION CF A PARTICULAR SURiNTpRV/\L BEGINS AT THIS POINT.
•«««« MAJOR VARIABLES »«»*«
BEG*
END EMCPCINTS OF THE CURRENT fNTpRWAL
FBEG.
FEND ONE HALF THE V0LLE OF F(X) AT THt ENCPOINTS
STEP SIGNED LENGTH CF CURRpNT sUBlNTERVAL
ISTAGE HEIGHT OF CURRENT SUeTNTEPVAL TN STACK OF SUBJNTERVALS
YET TO 8E nONf!
RIGHT a LOGICAI VARIABLE INDICATING WHETHER CURRENT SURINTERVALis RIGHT'HALF CF PREVIOUS SURIMTERVAL. NEEDED IN BOFF AND
90FF TC DECIDE WHAT INTERVAL To LOCK AT NEXT.
TS(I)» l3ieEG.....IENri» CCNT/jiNS THE FUNCTION VALUES FOR THIS
SUE INTERVAL SO FAR CCMPUTpD. SPECIFICALLY*
TS(I) a F(HEG « (I.TBEG)/(lEMn-ieEG)«STEP) * ALL I
EXCEPT THAT TS(IPEG)
 e FppG, TsdEND) = FEND
REGLAR A .LOGICAL VARIABLE INDICATING WHETHER OR. NOT THE CURRENT
SUBINTERVrtL I?? RFGULaR (cpE NOTFS)
H2CONV A LOGICAL VARIABLE INDICATING "WETHER H*«? CONVERGENCE OF
THE TRAPEZOIO SUwS FOR TniS INTERVAL IS RECOGNIZED.*
AITKEN A LOGICAI WARlABl.E T:NDlCfiTlNG WHETHER CONVERGENCE OF RATIOS
FOR THIS SUBINTEcvAL IS PPCOGNT/En
T CONTAINS THE FIH?T «i,« RcwS OF THE RCMfiERG T-TABLE FOR THTS
SUeiNTERVaL IN ITS LOWER TRIANGULAR PART. SPtClFlCALLY,
T(I»1) = TRAPE7CID <;UM {vgiTHoUT THE FACTOR" «STEP*)
ON 2*«(I-i> * T ErUISPACEC POINTS* 1=1*. ..,L»
Td.g*11 = T(I.d) » (T(T»J)-TII-1,J))/(A««J - l)t
J=2... .*!•]• I=2*(..*L«
FURTHER* THE STRICTLY UPPpR TRIANGLLAR PART OF T CONTAINS
THE RATIcS FoR THE VARIOUS COLUMNS OF THE T-TABLE.
SPECIFICflLLY,
T(J»I) = (T (I» J) *T ( T«T *.j) ) / (T ( 1*1 « j) "T ( I t-J.) )_»
I=J»i.....l.-l ,' J=l I.-2.
FINALLY, THE LflST OR I -Tn C0| U<-N CCNTAINS
T(J,L) s T(L»J) - T(L-i.J). J=1....«L-1.
































































IF (ASTEP .LT. STpPfN) 60 TO 950
TF (.LEV-EL. -GEL. 3' *..RllE.<A».feQ.9i. BrG.STFF «ISTAGF
609 FCHPATdOH eectbTEP »?E16.PtIc)
T(1»1) a FBEG * FENC






9 IF (LEVEL .GE. 4)
10 LMi s L
L* L * JL..
!»RITE(6.69?) L,Tfl»LH>
CALCULATE TH£ NEXT TRAPE*ClD SUM. T(L»1)» WHICH IS BASED ON
C *N2« VI EQUlSPjsCED POINTS. .HERE* N2 • N«? r r'
N2 a K«2
FN a N2
IS.T.EP..«. IlEiSJ) - iBEGJ/N
T (ISTEP .01. i) GO TO 12
II a IENO





.TS-CIII-D. = F(END - FLOAT (..D«HoVN)
III a III-2
II a H-l




SUM * SLM * TS<I>
r UJl<.ABS...*_J»fl.SJlSJLL)-l-
T(L»1) :a T(L-l.l)/?. * SUM/FN














GET PPF.LIVINABY VALUF E°-R- «VIMT« FROM LAST TBApe?oin
UPDATE THE ERRCR REQUIREMENT «ERGQAL» FOR THIS SUBINTERVAL.
THE ERROR REQUIREMENT IS AOT PRORATED ACCORDING TO THE LENGTH
THE..C.UBRENT. suai^TER.vAL RELATIVE to THE INTERVAL oF
BUT ACCORDING TO THE HEIGHT «ISTAGE* OF THE CURRENT
IN THE STACK OF SUBINTERVALS YET to BE DONE.








































































FEXTRP = F£XTPP«4. ,
TtUU '» ItLtl) - TCL»1*I)
14 T(L»I*D 3 T(L,I) * T(I,L)/(FFX1HP-U)
ERRER = ASTEP«A8S(T(1,D)
C
C If L a. 2 AM> T (2^ -U. _=_lU_i !_)_. .6.0 TO 6° TO FOLLOW UP THE IMPRESSION
c THAT INTEGRAND is STRAIGHT LINE.
IF (L .GT. 2) GO TO 15
IF LA&SXI-U-jjSlU -»4_E« TABTLM) G-0 TO £ft
30 TO 10
C
CALCULATE WE-X-I..RAIJCS FOR CCLUMNs._i»^ .^ t.L,2 01 T.TABj E
c RATIO is SET TO ZERO IF DIFFFRENCF IN LAST TWO ENTRIES OF
C COLUMN IS ABOUT ZERO.
IS .00 1.6 I » 2,1^ 1
DIFF aO.
IF (ABS(T(I-1,D) ,C-T. TAqtLM) DIpF m T ( I-1»LM1 ) /T ( 1-1 »L>
Id LU-UUa) = C-IF.F .
C .
c T(I,LMD is THE RATIO DERIVED FROM LAST THREE TRAPEZOID SUMS, I.E.,
-C TU.LM1) = (T(L-l,l)-T(L-?,l)U(T(L.l)-l(L-LtiJJ ^
C If- THIS RATIO IS A80UT 4, GO TO ?* FQR POMBEPG E*TRAHQLATION.
C IF THIS RATIO IS Z£RQ» I.E., IF LAST TVO TPAPEZ01D SUMS ARE ABOUT
C E-Q-UAL.*_ .GO .10. ifl_FoR POSS.IBUE .MO I.SE- CHECK ^
C IF THIS RATIO IS A80UT 2 IN ABSOLUTE V«LUF» GO TO 50 WITH THE
C BELIEF THAT iKTEGpAND HAS JUMP DISCONTINUITY.
C IF THIS RAT.10 IS. AT LEAST, .ABOUT- EQUAI To. THE _P-REVIO.US HA.TI.O... THFN
C THE INTEGRAND MAY W£LL HAVE A NICE INTEGRABLE SINGULARITY.
C GO TO 30 TO FCLLOw ,tP THIS HUNcH.
IF . (A&S (4.~T d *LM1 ). ) »LE^ HgTOL-J GO TO. 20
IF (T(l»LVl) .E'J. C.) GO TO 18
IF (ABS(2.-ABc{T(l,LMl)». .LT. JUnPTL) Go TO 5n
IF IL .E«. 3) GO TO 9
H2CONV » .FALSE.
IF (ABS((T(l,LMl).T(l,L-2)>/T(T»LMl)) .LE. AITTOL)
* GO TO ^34)
C AT THIS POINT, NC SEGULAp BtHavinjR wAS DETECTED.
C IF CURRENT SL'BINTE«VAL IS NOT REGULAR «ND ONLY FOUR TRAPEZOID SUMS
C WERE COMPUTED ^SO FAR^. IRv ONF. MORP TRAPJT.ZOia-SU>U
C IF , AT LEAST, LAST T*C TRAPFZOIn SUMS ARE ABOUT EQUAL* THEN
c FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE REGULAR QEHAVIOUR MAY WELL BE DUE TO NOISE.
C GO TC 70 TO CHECK THIS OUT.
C OTHERWISE* GO TO 9>; FOP FUrtTnF.R SUBDI VTSION .
C
17 IF (REGLAR) GO TO 18
IF (L .EQ. 4) GO TO 9
18 IF (ERRER .LE, ERGOflL) GO TO 70
IF (LEVEL .GE. *) »RlTE (A, 693) L»T(ULMU
GO TO 91
C
C THE CURRENT* OP L-TH, HOW OF THE POMREDR T-TABLE HAS L ENTRIES.
C FOR Jsl»...»L-2* THE ESTIKATF
C STEP»T(L,J*1)
C IS BFLIEVEC TO HAVE ITS ERROR BOUNDED BY
C ABS(STEP«(T(L*vi»-T(L"l.w))/f4««J - in































































C T('J»LH> » (T(u-ltv')-T(L-?»J) )/(T(L»J)-T(L-l,J)>
C FOR COLUVN J OF THE T-1APLE 15 ABOUT 4»»J.
c. THE FOLLOWING is A SLIGHTLY RFLAXFD =-XPPES«_IQN OF THT« BFI IEF_.
20 IF (LEVEL ,GE. 4) WPITE (ft .619) L t T( l ,LK l )
619 FOR*AT(I5»E16.8t5x6HH?CONv)
IF (H2CCNV) GO T0__21.
AITKEN = .FALSE.
HJJCONV • .TRUE.
»* 'LRVEJL. _*G£.._3.i WRITE. Uj&il) J_-
620 FORMAT(22H H2 CONVERGENCE AT R^WflS)
21 FEXTRP » 4.
22 IT ••. IT * i .
VINT a STEP«T(LtlT>
ERRER = ABS(STEP/(FEXTPP-1.)«T<IT-1,
IF (ERRER .LE..ZRGO.A.L).. fiO
IF (IT .EG. LM) GO
IF (T(ITtLMl) .EQ. 0.) GO
!F (T(ITtLHl) .LE. FExTRP) GO
IF (A8S(T(lT»LMl)/4»-FEXTpp)/FFXTRP







C— INTEGRAND. CAY HAVE X««ALPHA TYPF. SlNfiULAPlTY——•
c RESULTING IN A RATIO OF «SING« = 2«*«ALPHA •* A)
30 IF (LEVEL .GE. 4) WHITE ($.6?9) L,T(l,LM)
629 FOP^AT(I5»E16.R.5X6HATTKE\)
IF.__lT_l.l.tMM.)...LT.. AITLC^I GO TO _9L
IF (AITKEN) GO TO 31
H2CONV « .FALSE.
AITKEN * .TRUE.
IF (LEVEL .GE. 3) WRITE U.63M L
630 FOR*AT(14H AITKFN AT RCWtl^)
-11- E£XTRP_ = .T (L-2»LMi )
IF (FEXTRP .GT. 4.5) GO To 21
IF (FEXTRP .LT. AlTLOu)
 60 TO 91
IF <ABS(FEXTRP-T<L-3»LH>)/T(i,LMi) ,GT. H2TOI.)
« GO TO 91
IF (LEVEL .GE. 3) WHITE (6.631) FEXTPP
631 FQRKAT(6H, RATIO.F12..8)
SING » FEXTRP
FEXTMi = FEXTBP - 1.
DC 32 I»2tL
AIT(I) - T(I,l) * (T(I»1)-T(I-T»1))/FEXTM1
R(I) = T(ltl-l)
32 OIFJI) = AIT(T) - AlTrl-l)
IT » 7
33 VINT = STEP«AIT(L)
IF (LEVEL .LT. 5) <5C TC 333




333 ERRER » ERRER/FEXT^l
IF (ERRER .GT. ERcOAL)
ALPHA = ALOGln(SING)/ALG40? - T.
IF (LEVEL .GE. ?) WHITE (*.633) Al.PMA.pEG.END































































































DO 38 I=IT iLMi
R ( T * 1 ) = 0.
IF ( A B S ( O I F ( I + 1 ) ) .GT. TAfJ jLM) R ( I * T > = OIF ( I ) /OIF (1*1)
IF (LEVEL ,GE. 4) W R I T E (6,63P] i FfXTPP, p U-1 > »R (L)
F C R V A T ( 1 6 t - FE.-XJT.*P- *• rt*.T I O S t 3 E l < ? » 8 )
H?TFEX = -H2TCL*FFX1HP
IF. ( R ( L ) - FFxTRP .LT. H2TFEX) GO TO 40
IF ( R ( L - l ) - F E X T R P .LT. H2TFEX) GO TO 40
ERRER = ASTEP«A--4S(niF.<L»
FEXTM] = FE*TPD '-"I.. . . -.
DC 39 I=IT,L
A I T ( I ) = A I T < ! > * D l F ( I ) / F F X T v T
D I F ( I > = A l T < n - A I T (I-n
GO TO 33
CURRENT- TRAPEZOIO SI;M AND RFSULTyNG rXTRADOLATEC VALUES DID NOT GIVE
C A SMALL ENOUGH *ER^E«*.
IF LESS THAN FlVp TRaPE^ClO SUMS WERE rOMPLTED SO FAH, TRY N£XT
TfiAPEZOID SLM. •
OTHERWISE* DECIDE *HETHEP. TO r=0 ON OR TO SLBOIVIOE A?» FOLLOWS.
V»ITH T(L»IT) GlVTMti THE rt-RP-E^TLY BEST ESTIMATE* <3lV£ UP ON DFVELnP
IF i, .GT. IT*?* I « E « » |F EXTRAPOLATIONjMO THE'T-TARLE.
TN »ERREP* AT THE CURRENT RATE
THAN »EfGCAL» BY THE TIME
5 HAVE «£EM COMPUTED.
ING THE T-TABLE
DID ^OT GO VERY FA*
FURTHER* GIVE UP IF
DOES NOT PREDICT
 f lN
«MAXTPL« T R A P E Z O I O
---NOTE — " • -





IF (L .LT. 5)
AND
IS AN /iLMcST CERTAIN SIGN OF-BEGINNING
THE FUNCTION VALUES. HENCE*
CONTROL CF» MOTSF SHOULD BEGIN HE«E.
(PRF.veH/EHRE9»ATTLOW>








(LEVEL ,GF. 3) w R l T E (6.64-1
^ A T ( 2 3 h ERRE"U£PC-08L*FFX.TRP
(L-IT .GT. ? .AM> ISTAGE .
( £ R R £ H / F E X T P P « « ( ^ A X l d L - | , ) .
INTEGRAND F A S
IF (LEVEL .CE. 4
FCRMT( I5»E16.8*
jlll»P (SEE








RRFR » Efi GC
.2Fi5.e»E
M v S T G E )
EPGOAL)
GO TO 90









IF (ERRER .GT. KRGOAL)
NOTE THAT 2«FN s 2««L
DIFF s ABS(T(1.L))«E.*FN
































































tf TEST'"'ThIS ASSUMPTION BY CCMPapINr, THE VALUE CF THE INTEGRAND AT
Cr FOUR'*RANDCMLY CHOSEN* POINTS WITH THE VALLE OF THE STRAIGHT LINE
C', iNTFRPnLATlJNG THr IN.T.EGRAM5 AT THE TwO FNnPO.INTS OF THE SUP-
C INTERVAL. IF TEST IS PASSED* ACCEPT «VrNl« .
'' 60 IF'(LEVEL .GE. 4) WPITE (<s,6*«) L
.660 FpRMT<I5»21Xl3HSTP*I<-HT LINE)
SLOPE s <FENQ-F8EG>*2.
' FBJEG2 » FBEG*2.
PQ 61 I"1*4
OIFF a ABS(F(REG*pN'(I)«STEP) - FBE6?-RN (I) «SLcPE)
IF: (DIFF .01. TABTLf) GO TO 72
61 CONTINUE
IF (LEVEL .GE. 3) URTTE (*»667> B.EG, EM5
667 FORMAT (27X43HlNTEG«ANp SEEMS Tf) BE STRAIGHT LlwE BETWEEN
« ' E1.5.8.4H ANDE15»8>
:







...... NOISE KAY p£ DOMINANT ^ FEATURE -»—— ————
ESTIMATE NCISE LEVEL BY COMPARING THE VALUE Cf IHE INTEGRAND AT
FOUR ^RANDOMLY CHOSEN* POINTS WITH TM£ VALtE OF THE STRAIGHT LINE
lNT_E5RQLJLlI-NG..lHE-INjrE.GRAND JLT. THJT TwO F-NDf,QINjS. IF SMAJJL
ENOUGH* ACCEPT *VINT«.




71 DIFF • A8S(F(PEG»RN(I)«STEP) - FBEG?-RN(I)«SLQPE)
72 ERRER » AMA*1(ERRER»ASTEP«nIFF)
IF (ERRER .GT. ERGOAL) GO TO .9.1
I • 1*1 ' • ' ' " • ' ' • '
IF (I .LE. 4) GO TO 71
Jf ae^ E-L .G£* 3) WBJTE l$,67n BE-G^EMp
orl FOR*AT(l5H NOISE BETWEEN ,E15.fl»4H AND,El5.8)
IFLAG « 3
C-.» INTEGRATION CVF.R CURRENT SURlNTfRVAL SUCCESSFUL .—.———
c ADO «VINT« TO «CAORE« AND «EHRER« TO «rRRoR«* THEN SET UP NEXT
C SUfllNTERvALj IF JNY.
eo CADRE • CADRE * VINT
ERROR • ERRCR * ERREF
IF (LEVEL ,LT. 3) Q.O TO 83
IF (LEVEL ,LT. 5) GO TO 82
DO 81 I»1»L
8J WRTTE (.6*6Q2> 1* (3 (ljj.1 * J«JLiL)
82 WHITE (6.682) VINT»ERRER»L.IT
682 FORNATU2H INTEGRAL IS*E16.8.7H» ERROR,E15.8«9H FROM T(f
« HtlKtrlltiH))
83 IF (RIGHT)
1SIA.G£ » 1SJAGF - 1




CURESJ « CUREST - EST_(.LST.A.aE*4i *































































85 CURtST * CUHEST * VINT
STAGE » STAGE«2.
IEND * I BEG
I8EG a IBEGS(iSTAGE)
END a BEG ':
-BEXl -a BE-GlN-lTSTAGfJ o ,
FEND ;a FBEG '•
FBEG a TS<IBEG> ' :
,c._ MA.RX SUB I^TERVA^ FOR FURTHER suRpiviginN. sgT UP MEXT SUBTNTERVAJ^
9o REGLAR = .TRUE.
9l IF (ISTAGE .EG. MxSTGE) GO TO 950
TF (LEVgl ,LT. *i GO 10 93
00 92 1*1 «l
92 WRITE (6»692) I » (T (I »J> » J»T»L)
A G 2 frftDMATfTC«*'7FlA fl y *a C 1 #i fl)V.T_t F~.y-r(lr:-M-|_L-A.3-f- f ^ i. P > &r J C X " » -CJ
93 IF (RIGHT) GO TO 95








95 NMLEF-TJa. I8EG_- IgEGS t IST.A6E)..-
IF (IEND*KNLEFT ,GE« f'AXT?) GO TO 90C
III * IBEGS(ISTAGE»
00 96 I»III»IPEG
II a II * i
96 TS(II) = TS(I)
00 97 IaI8EG,II
TS(III) = TS(D
97 li_l_ a HI * j
IEND a IEND * 1







REGLSV( ISTAGE) • REGLAR
ISTAGE = ISTAGE * 1
REGLAR = REGLSVX ISTAGE)
-EST(ISTAGE) s .YIN',
CUREST = CLPEST * -EST (ISTa^E)
GO TO 5
900 IF (LEVEL .GE. ?.1 WRITE . <«.69oo) REfi. END
6900 FORKATO7H TOC MANY FUNCTION EVALUATION.* J>RO.UND/_
GO TO 999



























































IF (LEVEL .LT, 2) G" TO 99-» CADRES*-*
IF (LEVEL .LT. 5) 60 TO 959 CADRE550
DO 95E I»1«L CADRE5S1
958 WRITE »e»692> If 17«i»j)tJaTtL) CADRESbZ
959 WRITE (6t6959) BEG. END CAORE553
6959 FORMATa2X38HlNTE6BANP SHOWS STNPULAP BEH^VIOUO np CADRE554
« 20HUNKKOWN TYPE 8ETWEENE15.8.4H ANDE15.8) £ADRE§55









SECOND - RETURN ACCUMULATErTCPU TIME IN. SECONDS.




.*.*i VARIABLE. FOA. RFTURM OF ACCUMULATED CPU TIME IN
SECONDS AS A REAL NUMBER ACCURATE TO
MILLISECONDS. THIS ROUTINE USES THE
«TTMEMS» REQUEST MUCH is A NON-STANDARD
FEATURE OF THE PLf«OUE OPERATING SYSTEM.











































































PRCflRAM MRlTTEN_ay CARL DE BO.QB_AND,JJflMN_RI.C£_
PURDUE UNIVERSITY





PLEASE REPCRT ANY CASES OF INOPE*ATION TO THE AUTHORS.
THANKS

















DIST (IN OPT NEAR 30*85>
INOLP
FUNCTION
NO. OF SWEEPS THRU OPT
IMPROVEMENT NEEDED TO REPEAV
IMPROVEMENT NEEOEO TO REPEAT
KEEPS KNOTS SEPARATED .
Nfl. OF PASSPS'THRU OPT
THE
DIMENSION
IS THE MAIK PROGPAf FOR VARYKNOT
INFO(1«)
COMMON INPUT SERVES AS INPUT TC FXDKNT.












f JADDtADOXl(26)»MODECOMMON OUTPUT SERVES as OUTPUT FROM FXDKNT
.SEE-f-XOKNT—ltOp. DEF IK I T.I ONS- OF VARIABLES
COMMON/ OUTPUT /UrRROR<lOO)«FcTLUOO)fXIL(28)»COeFL<27»4).
COMMON OTHER SERVES AS COMMUNICATION BETWEEN OPT(SWEEP AND HERELXI « .NUKBER OF INTERIOR KNOTS. LXI1 • LXI*1, LXI2 • LX.I*2
_^_ _»_AUJ'.ERlCAL_CONTR.OL_-VAfllABLE_ USED ^BETWEEN ..jB.Pl_JkND_|U*f£f_
CHANoE • DITTO
ERROR • CURRENT VALUE OF THE L-g ERROR - SQUARED













XI (28)" ARRAY FOR KNOTS








AND ITER • 4 TO 8 SEE'V TO BE GOOD VALUES FOR TYPICAL USESSPLIN 37
'•" SPLIN 38
C *«»INFO IS SIMPLY AN IDENTIFICATION DATA»#*
C READ IN NO. OF DOINTS.L* AND THE DATA XX AND U
C *«• IF NOKNoT.GE.2t THEN READ IN LXI2«NOKNOT KNOTS***
-C *** OTHERWISE PRppRftM CHQOSCS LXI? ""NQKNQT gQUISPACEO KNpTS
LXI2 • lABS(KOKNOT)
C IF *NCKNOT« IS ,6T. S. RgAD Iw NOKNCT KNOTS (INCL-BOUNDARV POINTS
601 FORMAT (6pl2«O-
C
C **CHECK 'ON .SIVfN DATA
-C- ANQ FROM PRESENTING UNORDERED XX ARRAY
IERRQR » 6









• ». SPLIN 53
IERROR • 1

















4 'DO .6 L«2tLX
IT (XX(LUXX(t-l)l
5 WRlTE(6t664) L»XX(t>»U<U
IERROR •• IERROR * T
6 CONTINUE
IF (IERRQR .IT if)
7 *RlTE<6f666i IERROR :
• .STOP • . ;•• - • • '"
••INITIALIZE
U IF (K'QKNQT .ftli in
NOKNOT IS
XI (1) M XJLUJ
XKLXI2) • X X < L X )
DEL • (XXILX) - XX<m/FiOATaXI2- l )
00 TO 14
GO TO 39




























DO 35 J « 3.LXI2
35 ADDXI(J) • Xl(j-i)
ERR5R » FXOKNJ(O)
•••KOTE. MODE M«a hjctrt SET EGUAL TO 1






























6-40 FINAL OUTPUT •••///)
SPLIN1Q6
SPLIN107






611 FORMAT (ll> GIVEM DATA//(U.2F14.8) )











660 FORM4TO2H1KKCT CONTPQL PARAMETER NOKNOT !»I3»19H NOT WITHIN 80UNDSSPLIN119
«.) SPLIN126
662 FORMAT(26H NC. OF DATA PQlNTSt LX • l4i44HtNOl WITHIM THE B.O.UND.5 ASPLLNl2i
*BS(NCKNOT)*2 AND 1001 - SPLIN122
664 FOPM«T(12H DATA POINT 14,2Fl4,fit24H NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER.) SPLIN123














IF( KVARY .NE. 0 ) @0 TO 20
THE LAST CALL TO FXDKNT PRODUCES THE B.A. USING ALL KNOTS*.
SINCE THEN AOOXI CONTAINS ALL KNOTS
ERROR » OU*B






















SUBROUTINE OPT<D OPTIMIZES ITH INTERIOR KNOT
C-0»«l!lGN/IhPUlykX_»JO{UonJjU'i60) rJ*°0«AODXI (?6) iMOpE
COMMON/ OUTPUT /UF.RROR UflO) .FcTL <100) tXlL (28) iCOEFL <27»*» f
• VORDL(28,2).KNCT.LMAXiINtERV
COMMQKl/ QTHER / LXI«l*M ,L*l2fC fCHAN<JF.»ERHQR *ACC* Xl<?(Pl)
AT ALL TlMESt ERROR CONTAINS (L2 ERROR) ••? OF CURRENT B*A.
ITgR . ITRR
••NEXT CARDS SET NUMERICAL ANALYSIS CONTROLS
EPSERR • ,*cc/2.5
rHANAF • .***t°AT ft*!)
KVARY • LXi
Q. «^ CHANGEVFLOAT.(UX1)
«•• THIS is TEMPORARY DEBUOGIKQ AND TESIING OUTPUT •«•
MRITE (6,902) ITERtQ





KNCT • KNOT • 1
OM"B • FxOKNT<0>
CONTINUE
••• THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT •••
WRITE (6*900 .) ..KVARV
FORMAT «1H ///8H VARYlNGtI*,16HTH INTERIOR KNOT)
KRITE?A»961) ERROR
FORMAT(l6H sQt °F L2-PRRQR *El6*6)
CALL OPT(KVARY)
KVARY • KVARY -1
gADo « JAOD « i
IF( ijADD .LE. 1 ) GO TO 22
K« JADO
DO 21 I » 2 t JAOD
K« K«T
AOOXUK»U « ADDxUKx
ADOXl(l) » XKKVAqY * 2)












































••IF CH*">«E IN ?RHOP IS «!G ENOUGH MAKE ANOTHER SW£EP» ELSE














••CHECK NUMBER OF PASSES THROUGH SWEEP





C 1H FINAL VERSION GO TO 40* GO TO 60 ARE REPLACED BY RETURN SPLjNloj










C«610 FORMAT(5*H •*• SWEEP DISCONTINUED - INSUFFICIENT CHANGE IN ERROR)
































T pFrrRC TO THE _TTH INTERIOR KNOT
OPT FINDS THE OPTIMAL ITn KNOT BETWEEN THE I-1ST AND T*lST KNflTS
THE REMAINING KNQTS ftQE HELD FIXED.
I.NOLP »,A BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF TRIES ALLOWED
FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE ITH KNOT
C • MULTIPLICATION FACTOR WHICH SHOULD DECREASE AS A




COMMON/ CT*EB / lXr. lvH tLvTg fC .CHAMflF.EBPOR UCCl XI
I » II
••*UMEJIICAL -ANALYSIS PARAMETERS SET HERE
INCLP-9
BO » ACC«EPROH/FLOAT(i_XI)
ALCW • XI (I) • DlsT«H
AHlflM • XKI+21 -
LPCNT* 6
PODE • 3
-s.-r.cn . FIND THPEE VALUES FOR THE ITH KNOT
SUCH THAT L2-F.RROR AT MIDOtE VALUE* A • IS LESS THAN
fRROfl AT LEFT VAUJE, -AL-EFT-t AND AT RiOHT VALUED AP44JHT
A • XI(I»1)
E • FXDKNT(A)
ALEFT «-V * C«<Xi(IU5)
ELEFT • FXDKNT(ALEFT)
•*• THIS IS TEMp0flARy DEBUQO^Q AND TESTING OUTPUT »«•
ARI3KT • a.
ERIOHT • 0*
WRIT? (6,900) ELerTtE.ERlGHTtALEFT, A, ARIGHT
^ GO TO 20
GO TO 60
IF (S6N.QE*0»)






••BUFFER TO PREVENT COALESCING OF KNOTS
IF (lMlfi*«fiE«A&l4HT) 00 TC 44
AA • AHI&H







































































WRITE (6,900) ELEFT, E,ERIGHT, ALEFT, A, ARIGHT
IF (E.LE.ERIGHT) GO TO 100
**CHECK TO STOP OPT
IF(E ~ERIGHT.LE.BD .OR. LPCNT .GT. INOLP ) GO TO 2M)
LPCNT a LPCNT+1
IF(SGN.GT.O.) GO TO 10




ALEFT .= A *• Q»(XI(I)-A)
**BUFFER TO PREVENT COALESCING OF KNOTS
IF (ALEFT. GE. ALOW) GO TO 90
AA = ALOW
*** THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT
WRITE (6, 620") I
GO TO 19*
ELEFT - FXOKNTCALEFT1
»*» THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT
WRITE (6,900) ELEFT, E,ERIGHT, ALEFT, A, ARIGHT
IF <E«LE.ELEFT) • GO TO 100
**CHECK TO STOP OPT
IF(E - ELEFT. LE. BO .OR. LPCNT .GT. INDLP . GO TO 230
GO TO 50
**RE<1UIREO 3 VALUES HAVE SEEN FOUND
FOLLOWING CODE FINDS PT. AT WHICH MIN OF PARABOLA
THRU THE ERROR VALUES AT THE PTS ALEFT, A, ARIGHT
DXLEFT '* ALEFT - A
DXRGHT = ARIGHT - ft











































OIFF = OYLEFT - OYRGHT
IF (OIFF .EQ. 0.1 _ GO TO 200
DEL = " "«5/DIFF* (OXR6HT*OYL£FT-DXLEFT*DVR6HT )
EPREO = »-»OEL*(OYRGHT»(OXRGHT-OEL)/(ARIGHT-ALEFT)*OIFF)
ABEST = A * DEL _____
tb£ST = FXOKNT< ABEST)










''DETERMINE WHETHER ABEST GIVES BEST AHPRX ANO MAKE APPROPRIATE SPLIN313
SWITCHING OF THE AI*S DEPENDING ON SIGN OF DEL SPLIN314
IF TEB£STVITE;€T 50 TO 130 SPLIN315
IF(DEL)110,203,120 SPLIN316
ALEFT = ABEST SPLIN317
TLEFT = EBEST SPLIN318






1<»0 ARIGHT = A
ERIGMT .* E
GO TO 160
150 ALEFT •« A
EtCFI « E
160 A = ABEST
E « E8EST
C »»FOLLOMING TESTS DETERMINE MHETHER OR NOT TO
C REITERATE PARABOLA MINIMIZATION PHASE
•tTO IF CA8S(tPREa*EBEST) •LT«5«*BOJ bO TO 210
IF C LPCNT. GT.INDLP) GO TO 203
LPCNT r I OCHT+I
"Gu n ±tnr
c
199 FTRV * FXOKNT<AA1
IF tCrtT'itTRTI • •- GD TO. 2t>fl
A * AA
E « ETRY
2iro CHANGE - CHANGE + ABSCA -XICI+ID/H
XI(I»1» * A
ERROR = E
C *»• THrS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT ***
C»»* HRITE (6,900) ELEFT,E,ERIGHT, ALEFT, A , ARIGHT
RETURN
C
C IN FINAL VERSION GO TO Zlu, iS REPLACED BY GO TO 20C
210 CONTINUE
C^ **• THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT ***
C»»» HRITE(6,6l»0) LPCNT
GO TO 200
?5Q A - ALEFT • • • • " : . • " • •
E » ELEFT
C *** THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT **»
GO TO 200
2*0 A » ARIGHT
c * ERTGHT '•
C *»* THIS IS TEMPORARY DEBUGGING AND TESTING OUTPUT *»»
C»»» MRITE(6,6«»0) LPCNT
GO TO 200
C»610 FORMAT («»6H •»•* OPT DISCONTINUED - KNOT BEING OPTIMIZED (,I2,35H)
C**»*10VED TOO CLOSE TO RIGHT NEIGHBOR)
C*620 FORMAT (»6H **» OPT DISCONTINUED - KNOT BEING OPTIMIZED !,I2,3i»H)
C»»**10VED TOO CLOSE TO LEFT NEIGHBOR)
C*6«»0 FORMATC2«»H »*» OPT DISCONTINUED AT,H»,31H - INSUFFICIENT CHANGE
C*»* » ERROR)
C*900 FORMATC25H PARABOLA - ERROR VALUES ,3E20 .6/12X,13HAI VALUES ,
C**» 1 3E20.6) f

























































































THE FUNCTION RETURNS THE SQUARE OF THE L2-ERROR
LOGICAL MODES
IT HAY BE NECESSARY ON SOME SYSTEMS TO MENTION ALL COMMON BLOCKS
LISTED HERE IN THE PROGRAM CALLING *FXOKNT», T00t TO INSURE THAT
T HE INFO-I N THESE-«tt>CKS OOES-ttOT-PIE BETMEEN CALLS TO +FXDKNT*
COMMON / MANOT / TRENO(IOO) ,T*PZHTf 100) ,PRINT(100?
COMMON/INPUT fLX, XX (100) ,U(109) , JAOD, ADOXIC26) , MODE
UtL) a FCT TO-BT APPR AT XX (L), L»1,LX*
XX(L) IS ASSUMED TO BE NONDECREASING WITH L
AQDXim = I-TH KNOT TO BE INTRODUCED, 1*1, JAOD
~i" SEE-COMMENTS BELOH ( AND IN NU6AS)
COMMON/ OUTPUT /UERROR(IOO) ,FCTL(iOO) ,XIL(28) ,COEFL(27,«») ,
* VOROL(28,2),KNOT,LMAX,INTERV
UERRORILI = ERROR OF B«L2 A. TO U, L»1.,LX
KNOT = CURRENT NO. OF KNOTS CINCL BDRY KNOTS)
INTERV = KNOT - 1 = CURRENT NO. OF INTERVALS (POL. PIECES)
xtt. txrrK^rrKnoT, CURRENT <ORDEREDI SET OF KNOTS
THE MAXIMUM ERROR OCCURS AT XX(LMAX)
IF ARG*1, FCTL(L) CONTAINS THE CURRENT B.AB TO U AT XX(L)
COEFL i 1THE ON I - T H I M T I! U U N l BINS n t rUL.CUtr. U  l~ln I N I t l K V H U
VORDLCI,.) CONTAINS VALUE AND DERIV. OF B.A. AT XIL(I)
COMMON/ BASIS /FCT_CiOO, 30), VORO (30 ,28,21i,BC(30) fILAST
A CHANGEIM~THE COLUMN LENGTH OF *FCT* FORCES CHANGE Ih ST.NO.b9
IN »NUBAS» .



























UUNIHINS TntUTCUb\U=11 RrlU ObUrta tfZI O r T C T n 3rL.JLN*H>O
AT THE KNOT INTRODUCED AS K-TH. CORRELATION TO ORDERING OF SPLXNWt
KNOTS BY SIZE IS DONE Vlff IORDER, I.E., ORD AND SLOPE AT SPLINWJ5
yttrKr~ARE IN VOR1HM,IORDER(Kr,.T. SPLINfrOS
BC(I) = COORDINATE OF U (AND OF B.A. TO U) HRTO I-TH O.N.FCTSPLINMJ7
ILAST = CURRENT NO. OF BASIS FCTNS SPLINMJ8
COHHON/
THE FCT ILAST CTO BE) INTRODUCED LAST HAS ADDITIONAL KNOT SPLINM.O
XKNOT, THE KNOT JUST INTRO- SPLXNtli
~OtreEO-HftS~INDE1C INSERT IN XIL, INSERT IS SAVED IN INSIRT (ILASSPLIN»12








/ xSCAl.t,KNU1 S»»tKHUI 1 fUUBtKKHUU 1 , NtlbHT »1UU» ,fIUUt
= XX(LX) - XX(1), USED TO NORMALIZE INNER PRODUCT
= LENGTH OF THE INTERVAL OF INTEGRATION
= NO. OF KNOTS USED IN MOST RECENT CALL TO FXDKNT
= SQ. OF L2-ERROR OF APPR USING ALL BUT THE ONE
KNOT BEING VARIED ( USED IN MODE = 3)
= U6RRUK OF B.A. 6Y CUBIC POL-s iNttDtL) i-uk Hutit =













EITHER FIXED POINT (MOOE.NE.3) TO PICK PRINT-OUT
FLOATING POINT (MOOE=3) TO GIVE NEM VALUE OF KNOT
OPTISPLINi.25
VARISPHN»26
0) GO TO 29
THROUGH k AND B.A\ nrxi HRTO
THEN SET MODE
XSCALE -XX (LX)
DO. 10 . I^











DO 11 L=i ,LX
UERRORCL) = IML)
1 Kt NO ( H s I iXX (L) i
WEIGHT CD = W < X X < D )
00 12 L=2,LX
IKPZHML-TT "£' « X X ( L ) - X X ft-2) )/2 .»HtIliHI
TRPZWTtl) = <XX<2)-XX<1))/2.*WEIGHT<1)








DO 19 1=1, *
II AST * I
-CALL NUBAS
DO 19 L=1,LX




DO 20 L = 1,LX
CUBERRCL> *
IF (JADD.LE.2), ONLY B.A. BY CU8ICS IS COMPUTED
OTHERWISE, ADDXICI), I.GT.2, CONTAINS ADDITIONAL KNOTS
























»•• MODE=3 *»* MERELY REPLACE THE LAST KNOT INTRODUCED BY
CHANCE" AmrRECOMPUTE-X2 ERRORS CHANGE ENTERS
VIA THE ARGUMENT JPRINT = CHANGE.
THIS MODE SHOULD BE USED FOR . _ _ _
HINIHIZlNbTHEL2—EkkuR H R T O T H E K N O T
INTRODUCED LAST AS IT MINIMIZES THE COMP HORK






































WAS IN HODE=3)»THt PR06R WILL ASSUME THAT CHANGESPLINi»76
HAS THE SAME ORDER REL TO THE OTHER KNOTS AS THESPLIN<f77
PREV INTRODUCED VALUE FOR KNOT. OTHERHISE SPLIN<»78
HUDbJ^ALSbCTHb PKbUbUlNU UALL HAS IN SUHfc UTHhK M^PLlN'f/'J
, A FCT IS ADDED WITH CHANGE AS THE ADD. KNOT. SPLIN<»80
UERROR IS ASSUMED TO CONTAIN ERROR OF B.A. TO U SPLIN*»81
"AttTPREV FCTNS. »*NOTE*» IF THE NEXT~CAtr~Tt>~F>
IS IN A MODE OTHER THAN 3, THE CHANGE PROPOSED
NOW HILL BE MADE PERMANENT.
SPLINU65






























GO TO 36 SPLINVJ3
CALL NUB AS , -. . . SPLIN49*
FXttKNT =- ABStERBUTl - BCClLASri /XSCALfc.*BC(ILASD ) SPLINU95
RETURN SPLINW6
.... SPLIN<»97
HETATN THE FTRST KNOT KNOTS INTRODUCED EARLIER SPLINU98
(HENCE THEIR CORRESP FCTNS) BUT REPLACE FURTHER SPLIN499
FCTNS (IF ANY! BY FCTNS HAVING ADDITIONAL SPLIN500
KNOTS AOOXI(I) /I's'ljJADD) HENCE SPLIN501
IF KNOT.LT.KNOTSV(=NO.OF KNOTS USED IN PREV CALLSPLIN502
THROUGH «»9 RESTORES ARRAY? IOROER,XIL, UERROR TO THE STATE OSPLIN503















IF tKNOT.LE.2T . . • Gt) TO
IDUM = KNOT > 1
00 W IO=IDUM,KNOTSV
INSERT •» 1NSIRT<ILAST^
ILH3 = ILAST - 3
DO M» K=INSERT,ILM3









ILAST = KNOT * 2
IWTERV » KNOT - 1


































ADO JAUD BASIS FCTNS, I.e., ftJR I0=l»JAOO,
CONSTRUCT FCT ILAST WITH ONE MORE KNOT, VIZ.
X K N O T = A O p X I ( I O ) , THAN THE PREVIOUS LAST FCT,
OP.THONORMALIZE IT OVER ATX PKEV1UUS5 fCTNS,
COMPUTE THE COORDINATE 3C(ILAST) OF U HRTO IT,








































VARIOUS PRINTING IS DONE OEP ON THE ARG = IPRINT
GO TO (70,80, 90), IPRINT
COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS OF B.A. AND PRINT
»**» _ BEST APPROXIMATION PRINTOUT
FORMAT IS"




THE FOLLOWING FORTRAN CODE FINOS VALUES AT X









^ V=PCI t l)+A*(P(I,2)*A*(P(I,3)*A»PCI,'f)»
A SUBPROGRAM USE COMMON/OUTPUT/..., COMMON/OTHER/,..,
P" btCuHt Cut *-L 1 1, 11 Outi-L tl,2) , CO£FLd,4> »C~utf-L<I»«»)
70 WRITE (6, 610)
TTO 72 I*17KNOT
ILOC s lOROER(I)
DO 72 Lsl, 2 _
T2" VuftDLtI,TT f -ARITHKO . ,1LAST f
SEE COMMENT IN *DOT* ABOUT THE »ARITH1» ROUTINE.
CALL EVAL
00 73 I*T» INTE RV
MRITEf6,620) I,XIL(I)
73 WRITE (6,630) (J,COFFLCI ,J),J=1,»)
C
C
610 FORMAT fi»2X, 5HKNOTS,22X, 18HCU9IC COEFFICIENTS//)
620 FORMAT (3 5X, 3HXK, 12, 3H) =, F12.6)
TORMATC67X,2HCC,T1,3H1 *,E16.6T
»*COMPyTE L2, LI, MAX ERRORS AND PRINT









81 ERRLl = ERRL1* OIF
62 CONTINUE"
ERRLl = ERRL1/FLOAT(LX)
WRITE(6,623) ERRL2, ERRLlt ERRL99,XX (LMAX)
*** THb FOLLOHING CARP IS TEMPORARY
GO TO 190, 96, 96), IPRINT
C
XT ~SCA"tE TTRRW CUKVE AND" PRINT
90 IE = 0


















































00 91 IE=1,9 SPLIN6C6
87
SCALE = SCALEMO.
IF (ERRL99*SCALE.GE.10.V , 50 TO 92
91 CONTINUE
92 DO' 93 L=l' ,LX . .
93 PRINT (LI = U E R R O R ( L ) * S C A L E .
GO TO (9 t» ,95 ,95 ) , IPRiNT
9«t WRITE (6,621) IE, (L,XX (LI ,PCTL (L)» PRINT (L.) ,L=1 ,LX ) '
GO TO 96
95 WRITE (6,622) I E , ( L , X X ( L ) , P R I N T ( L ) , L = l , L X )
96 R E T U R N
,621 FORMATdH / /^X, 3 6 H A P P R O X I M A T I O N AND SCALED ERROR C U R V E / 3 t X ,
*10HDATA P O I N T , 7 X , 1 3 H A P P R O X I M A T I O N , 3 X , 1 6 H O E V I A T I O N X 10E*-,I1/
622 FORMATdH / /53X, 11HERROR C U R V E / 3 8 X , 10HDATA P O I N T , 2 3 X ,
116HOEVIATION X H5E*,II /(31X,1U,F16.8,16X,F17.6))
623 F O R M A T d H / / ' U O X 2 C H L E A S T SQUARE E R R O R = ,E2P .6 /
1 i » O X 2 0 H A V F R A G E E R R O R =,F20.6/ . .



































COMPUTE THE SLOPES VORDL f l»2)v Is2»KNOT-l AT INTERIOR.
KNOTS OF CUBIC SPLINE FOR GIVEN VALUES VORDL CI, 1> ,1*1, KNOT,
AT ALL THE KNOTS AND GIVEN BOUNDARY DERIVATIVES
DIMENSION- DT2*> , OTAUt2*T
COMMON/ OUTPUT /UERP,OR<100) ,FCTL(100) ,XIL <28),COEFL<27j>),
»-' ' VOROL(28,2),KNOT,LMAX,INTERV
00 10 M=2,KNOT
DIM) » XIL<M) - XIL(M-l)
PO 20 H*2,INTERV
VORDLIM,2) * 3.*(D(H)»DIAG(H*1) + 0 (M+1)»OIAGCM) )
DO 30 M=2,INTERV
G = -D(M+l>/OIAG(M-i)
OIAGtlJ * DIAGCMJ » G*D fn-1)
30 VOROLCM,2> = VORDL (M, 21 + G*VORDLCH-1, 2)
NJ « KNOT
NJ = NJ - 1





























COMPUTE INNER PRODUCT OF FCT M WITH FCT ILAST (INDEX*1) OF
UERffOR <INOgX=2)





50" ~TO (10,30V ,INDEX
10 IF (M.EQ.ILASD GO TO 20
DO 11 L=1,LX .
?CT(L,M)*FCTL(L)
20 DO 21 L-1»LX
Gftt s FCTL(L>*FCTL<L)
30 IF CM.EQ.3i)
-DO 31 t^lTtX- .
31 G f L ) = FCTL(L»»UERROR(LI
~trtJ "DO *j± L-1»LX












EFFICIENTtY PROGRAMMED OOUBE PRECISION ACCUMULATION OF SCALAR
PRODUCTS IS CALLED FOR HERE, AT PURDUE, HE USE
D = ARITH1(C,N,A,IA,B,I6)
¥» I CH- RETURNS THE VALUE OF












































COMPUTE POL. COEFF COEFL(I,K) OF FCT ILAST. FROH VORDL,
THEN COMPUTE FCTL<LI a (FCT It-AST) *f RENO AT XX(L) yL- i»LA
CONMON / HANOT / TRENO(IOO) ,TRPZHT(100) , G(IOO)
COHHON/INPUT/LXf XX (100) ,U(100> , JADO, ADUX1 t2b) , MODE
COMMON/ OUTPUT /UERROR(IOO) ,FCTL(130) ,XIL(28) iCOEFL(27,*») ,
* VOROL(28,2),KNOT,LMAX,INTERV
00 10 I*i,INTERV
COEFLCI,!) = VORDL (1,1)
COEFLfI,2) * VORDL (I, 2)
DX « XIL(I»1J - XIL(l)
OUH1 s (VOROL(I+1,1)-VOP-DL(I»1) )/DX
DUM2 = VOROL(I,2)+VOROL(I+1,2)-2.*OUM1
COEFL(I»3j = (OUH1-DUH2-VORDL<I»2)T/OX




SO TO (11,13) , ISHTCH . .
11 IF (J.EQ.INTERV1 GO TO 12
IF (XX(LKLT.XIL(J+1>) GO TO 13
J • 3 * 1
GO TO 11 '.'
12 ISMTCH =2
13 DX *" XX(L> - XIL(J)













































COMNONSINPUT/LX,XX(100) ,U(100) t JAOO,ADOXI(26) ,HOOE
COMHON/ OUTPUT /UERROR(IOO),FCTLtlOO)i""
> VORDL(28,2) ,KNOT,LMAX,INTERV
COHMON/ BASIS /FCT(lOt),30) ,VORO (30,28,2) ,9C(30) , ILAST
LASTB"/IORpER(28),-INSlRT(30),XKNOT " :
COEFdC,.) CONTAINS THE POL COEFFICIENTS OF FCT-
VAL TO THE RIGHT OF XI(1C), IC=ICH,ICN*N-3,
SPLIN726:
SPLIN727
MITH ICN = H»(n*7)/2 » 10 («ITH OBVIOUS HODS FOR H.LE.«O
• • SPLIN729
- SPLIN730




THE FCT ILAST fTO BE) INTRODUCED LAST, HAS ITS VALUES AT THESPLIN735
THE POINTS XX«L) IN FCTLCL), HAS FIRST INDEX ICLASSPLIN736
IK COEF-ftHP -1tTy HAS ADDITIONAL KNOT XKNOT, THE KNOT KNOTS - SPLIN737
FOR IT ARE CONTAINED, IN INCREASING ORDER, IN XIL,ITS COR- SPLIN738
RESPONDING OROS AND SLOPES ARE IN VORDL, THE KNOT JUST INTROSPLIN739
C *^
UUCEu HAS INDEX INSERT IN XIL,IN&citi 10 snvtu J.N INSlKTdLA
FOR POSSIBLE REPLACEMENT OF KNOTS LATER ON (SEE MODE=2,3) .
DIMENSION TEMP(30),XI(381),COEF(381,^)
IF (NOOE.GT.O) GO TO 8
•—•»—»— »»»rnN^TpiirT FCT TI ACT FOP TI ACT i r &
XICILAST1 = XH, (1)
ICLAST = ILAST
ILM1 = ILAST-1
IF(ILAST.GT.2) GO TO 7





SECOND BASIS FCT IS A STRAIGHT LINE
6 VORDL (2, 2) = VORDL (1,1) /(XIL (2) - XIL(1))*2.
VORDL(1,2) =-VORDH2»2)
7 VOROL(2,1) = - VORDL (2,1)























t>0 TD (10,10,14) ,HODE
C— -***SET UP CONSTANTS DEP.ON ILAST. INSERT NEH KNOT
C AND UPDATE VORD FOR FCT H,M=1,ILAST-1
11T 1CNOT-=-KWOT-^ ~T
ILAST * KNOT * 2













XIL(IO+1) = XIL (10)

























1<» XIL (INSERT) » XKNOT
PX = XKNOT - XIL( l )

















IP « ID *~T



























~S~0 TO (30j^ rtT, 50) ,HODE SPLIN807
*»» MODE=1 »** ADD ILAST-TH BASIS FUNCTION. CONSTRUCT FRO* FCT SPLIN808
ILAST-1 BY REFLECTING THE PART OF THE LATTER TO SPLIN8C9
THE RIUHT OF XKNOT ACROSS THE X-AXIS, THEN INTERSPLIN810
POLATING. THIS SHOULD INDUCE ONE HORE OSCILLATIOSPLIN811
N IN FCT ILAST T«AN IN FCT ILAST-1 SPLIN812
SPLIN613
29 MODE * 1 SPLIN81<»
30 VORDH1,2> = VORDdLMl, 1, 2) SPLIN815
003i Kai,INSERT
*LOC » IORDERCK)




60 TO 55 SPLIN823
SPLIN82**
**» HODE«2 *** REPLACE FCT ILAST BY INTERPOLATIN6 IT «T THT SPLIN825
CURRENT SET OF KNOTS. IF FCT ILAST HAS NOT BEEN SPLIN826










^yoRDLtm < s v PRO c IL AST ,-t-ftr
VOROL(1,2»=VORO (ILAST, 1,2)
ID - ICLAST




ID = 1 0 + 1

































*** MODELS *** CHANGE FCT ItASt 91f CHANGING JUST THE KNOT IH
DUCED LAST
 ; ; - :-v;-j; rv s
•f t"-
5f IB = ICLftST * INSERT - 1
OX = XKNOT •'- XKID1
XI(101 s XKNOT
IF tOX.GE.O./ £0 70-5*
10 = 10 - 1 ' .•:••:••• ••-,. ,:::• e ,< . .? .• :•••
OX * XKNOT - XHIOJ
51 VORDLCINSERT,!* = COEF(ID,1T ^OX^tCOEFCIP,?! »PX*(COEFtTO,y)
* *DX*COEF(ID,*») ) )
GO TO (57,57,59),MOOE
55 CALL INTERP
5T TO » rCLAST - 1
00 56 IO=1,INTERV
10 = ID * 1
























ORTHONORHALrZE FCT 1LAST tJVEl? PREVIOUS (URTHONORHALi SET
THEN COHPUTE THE COMPONENT BC(ILAST) OF UERROR WRTO IT
FINALLY,STORE THE VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF FCT 1LAST
59 CALL EVAL
00 60 I=i,ILMl
6tT TE)IP(I) * OtJTTIf11
00 69 Lsl,LX
69 FCTL(L1 » ARITH1(FCTL(L),ILM1,TEHP,1,FCT(L,l) ,1001




61 VOROL(K*L) = ARITH1(VOROL(K,L) , ILM1,TENP,1 ,VORD(1 , ILOC,L) ,1 )
SEE COMMENT TN *nnT. «oniiT *4RITH1*
67 CALL EVAL
C = SORT (DOTULAST, 1)>
IF (C .EG. 0.) C = 1.




VORDLCK,L) = VOROL(K,L) /C
62 VORO(ILAST,ILOC,L) = V O R O L ( K , L )
ItJ * TCLftST - 1
00 63 IO=1,INTERV
ID = 10 + 1
00 63 L = l,«»
63 COEF(IO,L) = COEFL( IO ,L) /C
00 f* L = 1,LX








































t -*»»- TUTS OUTPUT INDICATES ft FAILURE CONDITION *~ "SPLIN'-lUg
95 WRITE (6,9501 XKNOT,ILAST SPLIN903
950 FORHAT <15H ***NEM KNOT,E20.8,13H FOR FUNCTION,13,50H OUT OF BOSPLIN90'f
»UMOS tJR COINCIDENT WITH A" PREVIOUS KNOT./36H **» EXECUTION CANNOSPLIN905





C*»*»**»»***TREND imp HEIGHT FUNCTIONS******************************»***SPLIN9il
C SPLIN912
95
FUNCTION TCZ) 5 " . SPLIN913





M » 1. SPHN919
END SPLIN92Z






AR1TH1 - *OTTHMFTIC PAtt<AGjr F_flR





REAL SCALAR C AND N-VECTORS A AND B« THIS
PACKAGE COMPUTES THE FUNCTION!
N
<•«••
ARITH1 • C - > A(i) * BU)
1 = 1
USAGE.
FORTRAN FUNCTION REFERENCE TO AR'lTMl OF FORMl
YsARITHKCtNtAiKA.B.kBl
WHEREt A AND 8 ARE THE NAMES OF TM£ TWO VECTORS AND
KA AND KB ARE THE INCREMENTS BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
iLEMEHTS. OF THE A A*in 8. VEC.tOR* IN MEMOPYA
COMPATABILlTY.























































































































ARTfHr BSSZ 1 ENTRY/EXIT . , v ^ -i >.-.. .*-.- JSJJufl
























































*.1* ; ..._ • ••
- ' • • '. .: • ~
...
*\ i * f l
COUNT TERM
LOOP TO COMPUTE INNER
(X6.X7) « OBbB(C) .
• - - • . -
(81) « 1
(82) 3 N ;
RETIIRM TF N » n
(84) a KA
.;.(B6) at, .KB,,, •-, ;.•,,,',. ,
,'J,-.. ' * .••
.1 " '. "" • * ' '^.'l ' * • * ' "
»




 ;. i f y. *-• •> : ' t
.; L





















































M - ORDER OF MATRIX A.
SUP • (w x i) SUPER DIAGONAL ~OF A.
SUP(I)=A(I,I*1) I«1.M-1
SUB - (M X 1) SUB DIAGONAL OF A.
SUBm=A(Ul, l> 1 = 1, M-i
OTAG - <* x u MAIN DIAGONAL OF A.
DlAG(I)=A(l,i) 1=1, M
8 - tw A u CONSTANT VECTOR. (SOLUTION NETURNED
IN 8)
REMARKS
THE ARRAYS MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONS
SUP(M) iSU8(M),D!AG(M) ,B(M)
SUB AND SUP CONTAIN M«l ELEMENTS.
METHOD
DECOMPOSES MATRIX A INTO L*U» THFN SOLVES THE EQUATIONS
»Z=R ANH U»X»Z, SOLUTION IS RETURNED IN B VECTOR.





00 10 1 = 2, NI
II s 1-1
DECOMPOSE A TO FORM A=LU WHERE L IS LOWER TRIANGULAR
u IS UppER TRIANGULAR
OIAG(I) = nlAG(D-5UP(II)»SUB(II)
IF (I .EG. N) GO TO 10
SUP (I) = SUP (I) /DUG (I)
COMPUTE L WHERE LZ=B
8(1) B (B(i)-SU8(II)»B(II))/DlA(S(I)




























































































































PRO GRAM VCF8 tINPUTTOUTPUT,PUN&MrTA1»Eir,TftPET»,
1TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE7*PUNCH>




























COM MON/8 LOCKlf XTlD1l~r, YTUJtJT, XB~t 10111 , YtJtTOIJTi XR T C 1 OTT) ~,~Y RT'tTOTT) ,
1XR3UOO) ,YRBtl001
COMMON/BLOCK2/GAMMA(10<J),GMAB<lflQ),GHRT(100),GMRB<100)
COM MON/8LOCK3/X DOT (100) , YQOT (1 IFOi ,XDOTB(100) ,f L)OTB< 10 0 ) ,
1XRDOT(100),YRDOT(100),XROOTB{1CO)»VRDOTB(100)
COMMON/BLOCK«f^TT(100),TB(100),TRT(100),TR9(10B)
COMMON/BLOCKt/AKyAKSQtf, AKHAtF, ArKDOT ?
COMMON^8LOCK19/THETAS,THETASB,THETA
COMMON/BLOCK11/DS(52),DZ2,OZ8,OZSG(, DZSQ2,DZSQ«» tDT2 ^
COM MOM/ BLOCK 20 /DX,DZ,INTX1,NBIG1
COMMON/BLOCK30/T,TI,OELT,DELTT,OELTB
COMMON^3LBOX2/TAU,PT*»,NBIG ! t
COMMONfBLBOXl?/Z1tr51Ti"I^EP^ . • *.
COMMON/BLBOX13/KTS,IXTRSET,IXBRSET,UTNBIG(53),UBNBIG(53)
COMMON/BLOCK1«»/S(53),ST(53),SB(53)
COM WON^BLBQX 1^/ZHAT , AKT I • • • •"•
EXTERNAL CPC ,»DRAG, PLIFT
INTEGER ALPHA
1?EA1. NOR,NU,MU
REAL L,LB " ' • ' " - . - . ' • • • • • • " . ' • • • • ' • • • ' • • . • . . • • •
REAL LENGTH '•: '". ' •' • - ' . . '
. .. . . L ENGTHgOIMENSIONAL- LENGTH" • '. • • ' • ' - • ' • .;' . ~ •'
AATACK=ANGLE OF A T T A C K IN DEGREES
A FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM NAMED RZERO(ZSTAR) MUST BE
..... ^UPPLIEU Blf THE 'USER -TO "ENTER THE BODY GEOMETRY .
.•••* ZSTAR IS THr DIMENSIONAL DISTANCE ALONG THE BODY AXIS,
..... AND RZERO IS THE CORRESPONDING DIMENSIONAL RADIUS.
..... TT~ THE tBOOY GEOMETRY IS IN TABULAR FORM THEN RZERO('ZSTAR)
IS AN APPROXIMATING FUNCTION
V=FREE STREftM VELOCITY
N1)=XINEMAT1C VISCOSITY
.....INFO . . . . . D A T A IDENTIFICATION :
READ(5,705) (IMFO(I) ,1=1,16)






CALL MONOIM(OMAX,RM,AW,F,SA,LENGTH,PI) " '
WRITE(6,611)OMAX,A«,F,SA '^
WRITE(6,606) A A T A C K , R E ;- ' ;
AATACK=DTOR*AATACK

















































































































TDI1t=ttIMENSrO1>t OF THETA GRID IN 3iL. ROUTINE











"DEL T= . 1 2 5
SREsSQRTCREI
C ........ ISYM=1 IS THE




C»»***»*»* START OF LOOP
= INITAL=53
K DIMENSION





















REA D(LR) K, K5 , KR, KT,KB ,KRT ,KRB ,T, DELT,NBIG, IX TRSET, IXBRSET
RE AD(LR) (UTN8IG(I) , (UT(I,J) ,J = 1,NBIG) ,I=1,IXTRSET)
IFCISYM. Etti 01 READCLRMUBNgl GTt> ,-( tJB ( I , J Yi J* lylW IGTf 1^ 1, IXBRSET >
IFfK.LT.KS) GD TO ?19
REAO(LR) CX(l) ,Ya>,XOOT!I) ,YOOT(I) , GAMMA (I),TT (I) ,I = 1,KT)
REftOtLR) (X8«I) ,Yq(I),xnOTB(I»,YOOTB(I) ,GMAB(I) ,T8(I) ,1=1, KB)

































IFfK.NE.fl) GO TO 69
T=TI=<RH/AH)*2.0*FTA*.03
7HAT=T»(AM/(RH*2.0»FTA))
AK= RH/ AH J^R?'ROf ZttATf LENGTH> RM)
AKTI=AK








































































• .-AKDOTPH=ORZRO»Z HALF, LENGTH, RUT /"f2.0*FTA J
C ..... *CMAXSQ AND RCSQ ARE THE MAX CORE RADIUS SQUARED AND CORE














CDSK(IO = • 50*AK»COST
CLSK<Kl = .5fl*AK*CLST
C ..... UPPER HALF OF CYLINDER





IFdSYM.EQ.m GO TO 3




• • - . lUl KBl =T
3 COMTIMUE






-C ...... ASYMMETRIC CITSF;
C ..... LOWER HALF OF CYLINDER
















































































































DO 5 I=1 , INTX
TRAPL=OS<Il/2.<J»<TAVI.tI)+TAHL{
COSP=CDSB+TRAPO
COS K(K) =COSK«) -
CLSKCK) = CLSK«)-.5(J»AK*CLSB
TF1 K.1.T.KSB1 UO TO T
KB»KB+I ;•.•! r.>" ' - . ' •



















IF<K.LT.KS) GO TO 85 _
CflLL VEL VX»T»XDOT» YOOT» NDIlT, 1,1CT,1D
IF( ISYM.EQ. 01 50 TO 61








IF(KRT.EQ.B) &u 10 85
CALL ¥EL<XRT,m,XROOT,YRDOT,NDIM,l,KRT,«0















CAL L VEL <XRB, YRB,XROOT8 ,YROOTB , NOIH , 1,KRB, 5)
CONTINUE






































































• • "£NO" PRINTOUT
CDF>=%.0*PI*AKOOT
SEPDEGsTHETAS*RTOD
TFTK.UT.KS.AND.LEVEL .GE.«») WRITE C6, B721T, 7H7H
 >rr>AKDUT,SEHUHG





COK <K) sCDSK( Kl +CDPK (K)




















YRD OTBtKRB) =-YRDOT ( KRT>









C . .... VORTEX MOTION
IF(K.LT.KS) GO TO 95
CALL V M C X t Y , X30T,YPOT,NDIM,1,KT, PELT)
TFC ISYH. EQ.Oi GtT TC 9T





CALL VM(XB,Y8 ,XOOTB, YOOTB, NDIH,1,<B,DELT)
CONTINUE
IFfKRT.EQ.m GO TO 95
CALL VMtXRT,YRT,XROOT,YRDOT,NDIM,l,KRT,OELT)















































































i Y R B ( I ) = - Y R T C I )
«93 CONTINUE
•• . GO TO ~95~
•;9«» C O N T I N U E D t > • - • • .'"• - • ' - ' • •
CALL V M ( X R B , Y R B , X R D O T B , Y R O O T B . N O I M , 1 , K R B , O E L T )
:95 CONTINUE
I..... E N O ' V O R T E X J-'IOTION
.? CALL SECOND(TIME) :
WRITE tfe,sra rrnE












H R I T E C L W ) K , K S , K R , K T , K B , K R T , k R B , T , r ) E L T , N e i G , l X T R S E T , I X B R S £ T
W R I T E C L H ) C U T N B I G ( I ) , CUT CI ,J) , J=-1,N3IG) ,1=1, IXTRSET)
!FcisYMrEtn^i*RTTF/rLwrtT)BN8TGrT) ,TUBCI,J) , j=i, NBTGri r= IT ix B R s E T )
IF(K.LT.KS) GD TO 223
WRITE CLW) {XCI),VCI),XDOTt.O ,YDOT(I) , GAMMA (I),TT (I) ,I=1,KT)
CX9CII ,YBtI) ,XDOTBCI)',YDOT«CI) ,GMABCIV, TB(I),1=1,
0) GO TO 222
(XRrCI),YRTCI),XRDOrCI),YROOT<I),GMRT(I),TRT
,YRDOTBTII ,GWRBTr>
• , GAMART, IFLGT,THTASHB,
N B , N F T . N F B , G M T L T , G M T L B
WRITE CL**>
IFCKRT.EQ
W R I T E C L H )
11=1 ,KRB) -:, 2 -\ i. ;.
?22 CONTINUE
IFt1C.LT.KR) GO TO
W R I T E C L H ) r H T A S M T , T H T A S R T , U Z Z T ,
1THTASR'=( ,UZ29, I JZZSOB,GAMAR9,IFLGB,NT
?23 CONTINUE
6t>0 FORWAT«//50X»POINT VORTEX LOCUTIONS * /27X*TOP BOUNDARY LAYER*4<»X
1»BOTTOM BOUNDARY LAYER*// ,
1 * A K*6X»X(A»*8X*r CA1»TX»XDOT(A1»<»X*YOOT(A) *6X
1 * G A M M A ( A ) » 3 X » X B C A ) » 7 X * Y B ( A ) * 6 X * X O O T B ( A ) * ^ X * Y D O T B { A ) * 6 X * G M A B ( A ) » )

































































?» KFINAL=*I3,f* TFINAL=*F6.1,/* ZFINAL=*F5.3,/* LR=*I3,/» LW=*I3,/VCF8
>* LEVEL=*I3,/» KPUN=*I3) VCF8
FORMAT C// /25X*TOP REA'R SHEAR LA'YER»44X*80TTOM REAR SHEAR LAYER*/ / , VCF8
1 * A K * 6 X * X R T ( A ) * 6 X * Y R T ( A ) * 5 X * X R D O T ( A ) * 3 X * Y R O O T ( A ) * 5 X VCF8
1 * G H R T C A ) * 4 X * X R B C A 1 * 5 X * Y R B ( A ) * 4 X * X R O O T B ( A ) * 2 X * Y R D O T B ( A ) * 4 X VCF8
* •• • VCFB
K=*I3, /» COPK=*F12.6, /» CDS"K=»F12.6,/* CDK=*F12.6, VCF8
CON=»F12.5) VCF8
6D5 FORMATClHI,2UX,16A5 //) VCF8
606 FORHATC* A N G L i OF ATTACX=*F5.1,» DEGREES*/* 3DS R E Y N O L D S NO.=*F11.VCF8
12)
1* S=*F7.4,//)
61? F O ^ M A T C * E L A P S E D TIHE=*F12.6)
620 FORHATC* TI=»F12.6,* ....'. Z H A T CTI) = *F12.6,/* A K ( T I ) = * V C F 8
1F12.6,* A K D O T ( T I ) =*F12.6,» ..... CDPI = *r 12. 6) VCF8
622 FORWAT<1H1,4<JX»PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION*/14X*T = *F7.4 ,5X*ZHAT=*F7. 4 , 5 X V C F 8




FOR«ATCI3 ,9X,2F12 .6 ) ' ' • > ' VCF8
























FUNCTION A N < L f N , I D I M , J O I M , U , H ) , TNT TT
TIIIENSION U ( I 3 I H , 2 , J O I M ) , H ( I O I M , J D I M ) - AN 2
COMMON/*LOCK11/DS<52),OZ2,OZ8,DZSQ,07SQ2.0ZSQ<»,OT? AN 3
AN* DZ8*H (LfNT^tTZSOfr . , THT TT
RETURN / AN 5
ENTRY BN , AN 6
OX«»=.25/DStt1 TOT T-
BN=OT2*OX«f*(U(L + l ,2 ,N)»U(L*l , l ,N»*OZS02 AN 8
RETURN ; AN 9
ENTRY C N . . . - . - • ! A T T I T T























COMMON/BLOCK H»/St5T> ,ST (533 , SB (531
C»»*»»***» NOOE1 IMPLIES C DEGREES. LT.TMETA.LT. 80 DEGREES
J10DE2 IMPLIES -80 DEGREES. LT.THETA.LT. 0 DEGREES
BAR CORRESPONDS TO Z
C**»»»»*»* THETA CORRESPONDS TO X
LEVEL=5
IFrK.GTvKTS.OR.»100€.EQ.2) GO TO 9









































































































































, IFJMODE.EQ.2) INTX1 = ISEP=IXBRSET
INT X=INTXl-i








O E G ( I ) = T H T A ( I ) * R T O D











00 ?00 J^.jl, N8IG




U(I ,1 ,J )=0.0
U < I , 2 , J ) = B . O
GO TO 2tTt)
IF( J .NE.NBIG) GO TO 202
C****»**»* B.C. R B A R = I N F
THET*=T1tTACI1
CALL FREEVTXC»SIK1X,PSIK1Y,PSIK1R, 3)
CALL POTFLOH(PSIKXP,PSIKYP,PSIKRP,3)Gtr ro nrr
AK*(PSIK1R*PSIKRP)
GO TO C205,2U7) MODE .
GO TO <211,?12) MOOT
U(I , l , N B I G ) = u r N B I G ( I )
U T N B I G < I ) = A K » < P S I K I R * P S T " » P )
uo TO ?mr
0(1 ,1 ,NBIG)=U3NBIG(I ) ,
U B N e i G t I ) = A K * t P S I K l R * P S I K R P »
GO TO 200
I F ( K . E O . l ) GO TO 2015 :
G O ' T O ( 2 0 9 , 2 1 0 ) MODE
tm ,1, JT=UI (l,vT»
GO TO 200 .
. U ( I , 1 , J ) = U B < I , J )
CONTINUE


































































































IF (NCYCLE.GT.l) GO TO 108
U<I*1,2, J)=UAPRX1CI,J,IOIM,JOIM,U)




IFIJ.EQ.2) GO TO 110
SUB<J-2)=CN<I,J,IDIMtJDIM,U,WJ
DIA G( J~ 1 ) =BN (I » «JyT1XIH» J DIM »~0 »M V










*»***»»**» HALL FRICTION AT EACH X STATION
TAU NEW — 2. •0*U(I»i j2f2)/OZ
IFINCYCLE.GE.20) GO TO 1T9
IFf ABS(TAUNEH-TAUS).GT.E.OR.NCYCLE.LE.2) GO TO 50
wO rlW Ir(U"C
UV/ T.^ • % •• M^ VO I ™
™ A % X » X ' F ^ ™ v " w t ™
CONTINUE
« • • • UI 0 ut o r 9 u o A f\




IF<MOOE.E0.2> GO TO 28
IFC LEVEL .GE. 4) C ALL RITE t2» I DIM t JOH » U » ZN»NX» Sf OEG » ZHAT"»OEtS» K)
CONTINUE




ftf* +f\m -»_^ g *>ft g •% Ml^PSf*GO T0(3t)5f 306) MODE
IF(I.EQ.l.OR.I.EO.INITAL.OR.TAM.GT.O.O) GO TO 301
ISEP=I-1
GO TO 303






.FLOW HAS NOT SEPARATED... SKIP M CALC
IFtlSEP.EQ.INITAL) GO TO 309




















































































































•DEFINED 5 DEGREES UPSTREAM : BLBO 175
310 IF(MODE.NEvl) GO TO 30«» . ,5 flLBO 176
.TOP BLBO 177
IXTRSET=ISEP • • • • ; • . 8UBO~ir6
T H E T A S = T H T A ( I 3 E P ) ? BLBO 179
IFCKS.EQ.1000) XS=K i BLBO 180
GO TO 307 >' BLBD TBi
.BOTTOM ^ , B L B O 182
30* IXBRSET=ISEP f BLBO 183
Tff£TASBaTHTA<IS£P) BUBW 1B«»
IF(KSB.EQ.IOOO) KS8=K , BLBO 185
307 IFLAG=0 -! BLBO 18"6











i. FUNCTION CPCTTHTA) . . CPC 1
•:• COMMON ALPHA, PI, PI2, RE, SRE,SQRTPI,OTOR,RTOO,RC,RCMAXSQ, SIGMA, LEVELCPC 2
COHt10N
^'
<AYS/'<»<S,KR,KT,KB,KRT,KRB • CPC 3
t Ct)HHON/PftSUkfc/XX»YY-,SlN£, COSINE: - ~ ''. C~PC '•t
1 COMMON/BLOCKl/XtlOO),YllOO) ,XB(100) , YB(iOO) ,XRT( 100) , YRT (10 0) , ' CPC 5
,1XRB (100) ,YRB(100) I' : • :. • CP' S
. COHMON/BLOCK2/GAMHA(100),GMAB(IOO),GMRT(100),GMRB(100) CPC 7
COMMOM/BLOCKVXDOTdOO) ,YOOT(10'0),XOOTB(100), :YOOTB(100), CPC 8
. lXROOTflOO>,YROOT(100),XRDOT3(100),YRDOTB(100) CPC - 9
. COM MON/BtOtncftTT mm , T^ ( 100 ) , TRT < 1 0 01 , TR9 ( 100 ) : CPXT TO
COMMON/9LOCK5/AK,AKSOO,AKHALF, AKOOT .. ,: , .' . , . CPC tl
CONMON/BLOCK7/PHIVT,PHIPT,P1,P2,P3,P<» CPG 12
K>HWm/BtOCK10/THETAS,THETASB,THETA " -'. ; .. CPC 13
: INTEGER A : - ": : '=. CPC 1*
^EAL L,LB ;••- r ,> ..,.- ..
 : cpc 15
THETAsTHTA t !. . - T^»C IB
NOIM=100 -..,: CPC 17
PHIVT=0 .0 ' • • • • ' " • • ' . • • ' • ' • ' . CPC' 18
SIME=SIHtTHeTA) '- tPC 19
COSINE=COS(THETA) CPf; 20




C'fttt. PirrX,Y,XOOT,YOOT,GAMMA,N01M,l,K»1INUSl,SUM,TTlr CPC 25
PHIVT = PHIVT*SJM CPC 26
IF(KRT.EO.O) GO TO 10 CPC 27
cfltt i»Yt^w,Yrr,xRiroT,Yiwyr,6m?T,worH,r,^T,suM,TRT) CPC z*
PHIVT»PHIVT*SJM CPC 29
10 IF<KB.LE.l) ^0 TO ?0 CPC 30
tMTW«l=KB*^ CPC 31
CALL PV(XB,YB,XOOTB,TUOTB,GMAB,NOIM,1,KMINUS1,SUM,TB) CPC 32
PHIVT»PHIVT+SUM CPC 33
TFTKRB. -Etl.tr) -SO TO 2U CPC JS
CALL PV(XR8,YRB,XROOTB,YROOTB,GMRB,NDIM,1,KRB,SUM,TR8) CPC 35
PHIVT=PHIVT-fSJM DPC 36
Tit COtTTIIWr CFC 37
PHIPTs?. 0*AKOOT*COSINE SPC 38
PHITsPHIPT*PHIVT 3PC 39
>i=2.o*PHiT CPC rr
:ALL FREEVTX((»SIK1X,PSIK1Y,PSIK1R,3) CPC M
5ALL POTFLOH(OSIKXP,P«IKYP,PSIKRP,3) CPC 42
CPC









FUNCTION DN(L,N,IDlH,JDIH,Uytr> - , . * • - < T J W T
DIMENSION U.(IOIM,2,JOIH),W(IDIM,JDIH) , , , ON 2
--**9!?'Jfe?°x.?'T*u».PT616 '• 3 •-•<- °N 3COHHON/BLOCK11/DS(52) .> .
CONMON/8LOCK20/DX,OZ,INTX1,NBIG1 ,
 ; ON 5
OX8=.125/DS(L> . " « ' ' - • O N 6
DXgg.5/DS(L) Uif "7
DN=OX8*UCL+1,2 ,N)»»2-OT2»UM(L,N, IOIH,JOIM,U>- ON 8
1PX2*U.S5!:*N» IDIM*JDIH»^ )¥ULa»N* IDIM*JPIM>U) :°N 9DN= ON»OT2*<U(L»l,z»N&IG )- i -UHiL» NB1U» 10 IM, JUlrfyUl » 5 . . -TIN IIP
D N = D N + D X 2 * ( U f L + l , 2 , N B I G ) / ' f . O + l J S ( L , M B I G , I D I M , J O I M , U ) ) ' .pN 14
l* rJa* l ,2 ,NBIG»*ULCL,N8IG,IOIH,JOI»1 ,U)) ON 12
-tJNS-l^tJSrtTW»^r,-rOJI«,JDIHltJ> UK To
UNS2=US<L,N+l,rorH,JOIM,U>-2.ff*US<LtN,IOr»| ,JDrM,U) ^.ON 14
.IFCN.EQ. 1) GO TO 30 ON 15
UN51=UNSl-UStu ,N-1 > IDIM,JDIM,U> TJW IB
UNS2=UNS2»USCL,N-l,IOIM,JOIM,ur .- ON 17
30 DN=DN-DZ2*UNS1»H«_,N)+DZSQ*UNS2 ON 18
IF TW.intmTGl-) GO TO 4D, DK ly
ON=DN-AN(L,NBIG1, IOIM,JDIM,U,H)*U(L*1,2 ,NBIG) , . . , ON 20
40 RETURN ' ON 21
114
SUB ROUTTNE -DOT rFCT, CK,y,T» ,TS YMI v • . ' • . " , • . •
C . THE FRONT OF THE CYLINOE* XS DIVIDED INTO • 2N EQUAL PART? OQI 2
C . T H E FRONT IS DEFINED AS -60 DEG.LE.THETA.LE.60 PEG DQI 3
tl . THE BACK DF THE CYLINDER T/S DIVIDED INTO 8N; EQUAL PARTS" OTJ1 «f
C . N MUST BE AN EVEN INTEGER ' DQI 5
Pis «».11»ATAN< 1.01 OQI 6
mnG=u --------------- - — ' Dm r
XX=0.0 • • ' • . * ; • , ' • . • • • • ' - • • • , •
 3 Q I 8
SIMP=0.0 V . ' : • , ,
 DQI g
"NB=2»N ' : ' /- ;- ; • • ' • ' • •"•- • ' • ' " ' • - ' • ' • ' D Q I 1 1
H3=H/3.0 : , " • ' • •• OQI 12
'NF=~N/2 "" ..... r~~~' •*r-v'" - •'• ;---••.-- -•.— -OTQT "IT
F'0»FCT(XX) . • . • ' • • ; : . . • • - • ' OQI Ik
10 00 1 1=1, NF DQI 15XX »H ~""~ •- --^.__T__ ___._
FlsFCT(XX) • • • • • • - . O Q I 1 7
XX»XX*H ' ... : DOI 18
F2=FCTCXX) ~ .......... - . . . . • ; . . . . - ............ ,_.....,.._..._.. ,ot3I 19
SIHP=SIHP*H3«(F2*«».0»F1+FO) ; - OQI 20
FO=F2 DQI 21
TFtIFlA1i.EQ.11 £0 Tt> 5 ------------ --------------- 1KH tt
H=H/7.0 OQI 23
H3»H/3.0 OQI 2«f
00' ?-l = l,1«B OQI 25
X X = X X + H DQI 26
F1=FCT(XX) DQI 27
XX=XX*W- UQI ?T
F 2 = F C T f X X ) DQI 29
SnP=SIMP»H3MF2+«».0*Fl+F1J) OQI 30
FO=^F2 DQI 31
IF( IFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 30 DQI 32
H»H*2.0 DQI 33
C "Otir 3V
GO TO 10 DGI 35
30 KMINUS1=K-1 DQI 36
IFf ISYM.EQ.OISO TO ** DQI 37
CK»2.0»SIMP OQI 38
RETURN DGI 39
<* IFLAG»1 UGI «»tr
GO TO 20 DGI Ul




SUBRWTTNE TREEVTXTPSIKlX,PSI<rY,PSIKlR,IAl ' rFREETT T
COMMON ALPHA, ?I,PI2, RE, SRE,SQRTPI,OTOR,RTOD,RC,RCMAXSQ, SIGMA, LEVELFREEVT 2
CO*MON/KAYS/K,KS,KR,KT,KB,KRT,KRB






























IFCKT.LE.ll GO TO 23
KMINUSi=KT-'
CALL PSI (X,Y, GAMMA, NOIM,1,KMINUS1,I A ,1, SUM, SUM1,TT)
PSIK1X*PSIK1X*SUM
23















































































' IFtKRT.EQ.OI GO T0.3«» FREEV 60
!, CALL P S I O N E < X R T , Y R T , G M R T . N D l r S l , K * T , I A t I 8 , S U M , S U M l , T R T ) FREEV 61
FREEV 67
3V IFCKB.LE.l) RETURN FREEV 63
KMINUS1=KB-1 FREEV 6k
CALL P S I O N E t X 8 , Y e t G M A B , N D I M , l , K H I M U S l , I f t , I B , S U M , S U M l , TB) FREEV 65
PSIK1R=PSIK1R«-SUM FREEV 66
IF(KRB.EQ.O> SO TO 39 FREEV 67
CAL L PSIONE C X^^RQ ,GHRB, NOTH", TfKRQrift* TPV^UH^SUHrrrRFT FREEV ^F
PSIK1R»PSIK1R»SUM FREEV 69




S U O U N E .
DIMENSION RZ<20>
REAL L






- 00 1 1^1 * f END
RZ(t t=RZERO(ZSTAR)
HRITEI 6, 50) ZSTAR,RZ CII
1 ZSFAR*ZSTAR+DZSTAR
C ..... SEARCH FOR MAX DIAMETER
DO 2 I*2,IENO
OMAXN=AHAX1(RZ<I-1) »



















































» FUNCTION PDRAtStTHETAT - PURATT i
"CO* WON ALPHA,PI,PI2,RE,SRE,SQRTPI,OTOR,RTOD,RC,RCMAXSQ,SIGMA,LEVELPORAG 2
' COMMON/BLOCK7/PHIVT,PHIPT,P1,P2,P3,P»» PORAG 3
DES=THETA»18n.D/PI PUKAt, ^
:
 CP<=CPC(THETA) PDRAG 5
PORAGsCPK*COS(THETA) PORAG 6
:
 MRITEt6,^010EGj-PHIVT,1>HIPr,PiiP2,CPK,PTrRAG,1»^ PDkAG T
50 FORMAT<1X,F7.2,7<1X,F12.6) ) PORAG 8
RETURN PORAG 9
CUTRY -PtTFT PURflG ITJ
CPk=CPC(THETA) PORAG 11
PLIFT=CPK»SINCTHETA) PDRAG 12



































RETURK . . ;
LB=XB(ALPHA)**2*Y8( ALPHA) *»2
PSIKXP=2.0»XB(ALPHA)»YB(ALPHA)/LB»*2





L=XRT (ALPHA) *»2+YRT (ALPHA) »*2
IF(L.EQ.q.O) RETtJRtt




























































-SUBROUTINE PSinC,Y,GHA,NOIM,KI,KF,IA,IB,SUM,SUMl,TK1 PSI i
COMMON ALPHA, PI,PI2, RE, SRE,SQRTPI,DTOR,RTOD,RC .RCMAXSQ, SIGMA, LEVELFSI 2
CONMON/BLOCK5rAK tAKSQO, AKHALF, AKOOT PSI 3
COtmjNyiTLOtXJU/T,Tr,^ LT,^ El.TT,OELTB PST T»
CONMON/VTX1/XX,YY PSI 5
^DIMENSION X(N5IM),Y(NDIM),GNACNDI1),TK(NOIM) PSI 6
t?EAL L PSI 7
INTEGER ALPHA, A PSI 8
SUM=SUM1=0.0 PSI 9
00 1 A=*I,KF PST 1TJ
IF( ALPHA. EH. A. AND. IA. Ed. IB) GO TO 1 PSI 11
IFLAG=0 PSI 12
L*X tai»»2»YIAI»»2 PSI 13
Rl= <XX-X(A»»»2*<YY-Y(A) )»»2 PSI 1<»
R2= (XX-X(A)*A<SQO/L)**2* (YY-Y«A)*AKSOO/L)»*2 PSI 15
TF(Rl.GT.RCMAXSO) GO TO 2 PSI 17
RCSO=5.0i»»<T-TK'<A»/RE PSI 18
IF<R1.GT,RCSQ) GO TO 2 PSI 19





SU*rSUM*tG*A{Ar/PIZ)*trXX-X<A> 1 /R1*XX/ARE- (XX-X(ff)»AKSOO/L) /R21 PSI 25




ENTRY PSIONE PSI 30
*Utt=fl.O PST 31
00 3 A=KI,KF PSI 32
IF(X(A).EQ.O.«.ANn.Y(A) .€Q.O.O) GO TO 3 PSI 33
L=X(A)»*2+Y(A)*»2 PSI 35
Rl=<XX-XCA) )»*2* fYY-YCA) ) * *2 PSI 36
C PSI 37
IF(Rl.GE.RCSQ) GO TO k PSI 38
..... POTENTIAL VORTFX APPROX INVALID PSI 39
IFt. AG^l PSI TU
GMRSET»GMA(A1 PSI ki
GHA(A)sO.O PSI <f2
* CONTINUE PSI TT
SUH=SUM+(GHA<A»/CPI2*AK»»«AKSQD"L)/R1+1. 0) PSI kk
IFUFLAG.Ea.D GMA(A)=GHRSET PSI *»5















(NOIM) ; PV 6
PV 7
REAL L : PV 8
INTEGER A . , PV 9
SUM=0,1T "PV~ TO"
00 1 A=KI,KF PV 11
L=X(A)**2*Y(A)»»? PV 12
' PV 13IFLAGaO 
CAPA=<X(AJ»COSINE+YCA)*SINE) PV
R1=AKSQO+L-2.0*AK»CAPA PV 15
R2= (AKSQO*L*A!<SOD**2-Z. J»A1C^*3*CAPA )7L ~PV TF
RCSQ=RC*RC PV 17
IFCR1.GE.RCSQ) GO T0-3<f PV 18
-SQR1=SQRTCRH ' -PV IT
WRITEC6,501A,SQR1 PV 20
50 FORMAT** POTENTIAL VORTEX APPROX INVALID ALPHA=*I3,5X, PV 21
PT 72
..... POTENTIAL VORTEX APPROX INVALID PV 23
IFLAG=1 PV 2<»
PV 25
GMA (A) =0. fl PV 26
CONTINUE PV 27
CAPXg(AKSQO*XJT(AH-2.0*AK.*X<A) *AKDOT)/L ~PV TT
l -«2.0*AKSQD»XtA) /L»*2)* tXCA)*XDT(A) 4-Y(A)»YOT(A» PV 29
CAPY=CAKSQD*YOT(A)*2.f l*AK*Y(A)*AKOOT)/L PV 30
l^t?i1^1tK5t}0*Y(«/L»*21^tXtA)»X1)T{A>*Y(A1*YT)TCA)r PV 31
SUM=SUM*tGMA( f t ) /P I2 ) * (CYDT(A)»eXX-XCA) ) -XDT(AI * (YY-Y<A») /R l PV 32
l-(!;APY»(XX-AKSQD*X(A)/L)-CAPX»(YY-ftKSQD»Y(AI/L))/R2) PV 33





SUBROUTINE RT.TETHT , ItHTf , JTJIH ,0 , ZN , K X , S,DEG , ZmT,T)ELS , XI
DIMENSION
 ? y,CIOIM,2,JOIM) - , , . ' . ; ' T^", v> ,;'..- •!/:> .••
DIH ENSION FOR68 1 (4)
 t FOR560 ( 3) , FOR561 < 3) ,FOR580 (?) '• : ;
DIMENSION tntT5Tr,DEt;T57r - , ; " ! : ; * - V "







IFfHT.EO.l) W R I T E <6,5«»9)TI
 r. . _'.
TFt HT.EQ* 21 WRITE f6» 550) K » T » ? H A T » AK,"AKOOT'"
WRITEI6 ,600)
GO TO 32\3<J iu O£ , ,. .! ;
32 WRITE(6,560) CS(I) , I=M, MM)
WRITE<6,561) C p E G < I ) , I = M , M M ) - ,
 : , .:
WRITE(6f 58D1 t?WCJr, fUtT,HT , J)
 y Isf«,Hm ,J=1,NBIG)
«M=M+11
IF(I.LE.MI) GO TO 31








IF (MI .EQ.O)WRITE(6 ,550) K , T , Z H A T , 0 £ L T , D E L S , O Z
HRITEC6,FOR601) (NX (I) , I=M,MM) .. _
WRITE <6 fFOR56aj (S( I) , I = M , M H ) '
WRITE(6,FOR561) <OEG(I) , I = M , M M )
WRITE(6 ,FOR58D) ( Z N ( J ) , ( U ( I , M T , J ) , I = M , M M ) , J = 1 , N B I G )
CONTINUE
RETURN .
FORHAT(1H1, I»OX»BOUNOARY LAYER V E L O C I T Y DISTRIBUTIONS UI )
1F5.3,/) . ,. .
550 FORMAT(1H1,50X*BOUNDARY LAYER VELOCITY OISTRIBUTIONV30X* K
l»T=»F6.3,5X*ZHAT=»F6.3,5X*AXs»F6.3,5X*AKOOT=.*F6. 3)
5trfl FOR HAT C* R» f^ftty)^*, IX, 1?<F9.5, 1X1 )
561 FORMAT(* OEG).»», ;1X, 12CF9.5, IX) /) -
580 FORMAT(1X,13<F9.5,1X))
6UtT FORHAT(/» NCYCLE *,12(*X,I2,<»X) f / ..
601 FO*MATC/ / / » N C Y C L E * ,12(i»X, I2 , i»X) //)




,1X, , 12 , 10H< F9.5 , IX),) )
(DEG)*»
 f!X, ,12, 11H (F9.5, IX) /))
RITE
v. RITE
. /- , RITE

















,1 ,'.'' ::; /.RITE ,
, . RITE





















































































W W O P ) T T 4 e  RSFP tTHTASf 9 mf BSR9?PfT A 9UFILo XMVX1loPPI%TPLLpWEID 
COYWOW ALPHA 9PX9P129REsSRE9SQQTPf O O ? O R O R T O O O R C ~ R C ~ ~ X S Q ~ S Z G M A ~ L E V E L  
VHT9 2 539 p UBL t 531 
C e e s a  e SEAPCH Babe FOR WRX VELOC'PTV WSEP 
DO f a [=29 IN fX I  
UFNXN=&WA)(i tU3b tT-33 9UB&fr3 3 
IFtUFMXNeLEeUFHX) GO TO 1 
UFY X-UFH XN WSEP 
tB CONTINUE 
TWTBffXF-TWTa ffHWX) 
URY X-O a 0 
C e e e a  FOR WAX BACYFLOW VELOCPTY RSEP 
iisEr+ 
00 2 I = I S L S g  I N I T A L  RSEP 
URUXM=AMINll fUBLtI- f)  ,URt t IB  1 
- IF{ MftXMaGEeWrtItX) 60 T 0 2 
JM& X - 1 - 1  
f Ff  URUXNelTe U3b Qf-ill JMAX=P RSEP 
RSEP 
2 CONTINUE RSEP 
T =f HTA (JHAXB 
1IT * e r e -  S ; t a  FVKTEW-T 
I YAL-% 
DO 4 I = I S L S s I S L E  
3 9 t Z  - 
I F f  IeEQoISLS)  GO TO 3 WSEP 
aGFaUf 1 GO TO 4 
9 -1- 
UZ- UZN ~ S E P  
-6 
%W% 6 t U O = f  HTW (KHAX) WSEP 
C o e e e e  PARAT ION PO PNT RSEP 
X ICTH"OASF -f WTiWtXF t XSEP 
T TAHXR-fHf AZRO) ?X 3 RSEP 
TFlf AHXF=THT AMXF+RfDD 9SEP 
- R E P  
XSEP 
RSEP 
iUSsT BTffEROp W8 a F f r  
58 GREES'P RSEP 
f* # A X  BACKFLOW WELz*F6. 3,s AT THETA=+FSeI9* DEGREES'? WSEP 
mx m 
G REE SEPARATION ANGLE 
END RSEP 
f RTgeXBX9II sGWA 9THTBSW 9"PHVBLSW9TH?kS9UZZpUZZSO pGAHA 9 RVTX 
fHODE9RWN9N~NFgPFLAG~C19ATL~NDIM9TK9 RVTX 
RVTX 
r P m T a  9 t A F I A f 6 )  ;m 8 6 T W  
SE9SQRTPIoDT ORoRTOD9RCpRCHAXSQpSfGMA ptEVE 
RVTX 
RVTX 
COHHON88LOCK10/THETBS9T HETASB, THETA RVTX 
CONmNIBLOCK381T ,T I  90ELT~DELTT  9 O E L f  B RVTX 
a W ? Y e G T U t  
W=N F RVTY 
GMBYL=3. RVTX 
I. N=FI +I RVTX 
RVTX 
-m 
S I K l X  9 P S I  K l V  9 P S I  KlR9 3 1 RVTX 
CALL POTFLOW(PSIKXP9PSIKYP9PSIKRPP30 RVTX 
V7Z (FS) =PS'PK"IR*PSIT(RIP PVTX 




U?Z (N) =ABS(UZt (N11 RVTX 
U l t  SQW) =UZZ < N3 +U2Z 1m RVTX 
GAY A(N) =-DELT+UZZSQfN) / 2.8 R VTX 
N)=-GAMACN) RVTX 
t RVrX 
6 0 t  F i 2 e  69 RVTX 
IF (NeEQeNF+ l l  GO TO 18 RVTX 
4Ft31;tW33=8 RWX 
I F (  THf AS IN) -TcOrAS(N-ib 1 39 4 9  2 RVTX 
2 fF(H0DEcEQeib I F L A G f N - % ) = I  RVTX 
~ f 0 - S  Rw?x 
3 IF( MOBEoEQa 29 %FLAG f M - i ) = l  RVTX 
GO TO 5 RVTX 
B XF~;%WCS)=% RVYX 
5 CONTINUE RVTX 
+GAM9 (N-1) RVTX 
RtTm- 
602 RVTX 
AGY ATL=ABSfGHATLt RVTX 
'XP(-%GMT%eLEeoP) 69 7% 
fFI(GH1BTLebEe e l )  GO TO 6 RVTX 
NF= N RVTX 
- E 6 T t 7  attVx 
6 TF(NeLTe5) REPURN RVTX 
7 PtrP ASM=TNBAS ( M I  RVTX 
6M f L d  e- WTX- 
REf URN RVTX 
%a GO TO 2001) RVTX 
fewx- 
-?HVASH3 30,4  28 RVTX 
20  I F ?  H0DEo EQel)  PFLACfNF)=f RVTX 
$0 TO 513 W T X  




THTW»M=THTASM»RTOD , . ,;
MRITE(6,603)N,NF,IFLAG(NF),THTA1>7THTgt>H
603 FORWATC/* OVERLAP CHECK N=»I3, 5X»NF=*I3,5X»IFLAGCNF)=»I3,










HRITE<6 ,60V)N,UOO,UOUSQ,GAM,TMTASR , .
F O R M A T < / » LUHP SUMS N=*I3» 2X*UO-0=*F12.6,2X»UOOSQ=»F12.6 t
12X»GAM=*F12.6,2X*THTASR=*Fi2.6)

































































FUNCTION RZROfZHAT f l,RW) -R7RTJ 1
REAL L RZRO 2
f?Z*6=RZEPO<ZH4T»LlfRH RZRO 3
1>ETtWr KZKO «»
ENTRY ORZRO RZRO 5
R7R6=(L/RH)*DRZEROfZHAT»L) RZRO 6




DIMENSION UCIOIM, 2, JDIH)

























COMMON ALPHA,PI ,P I2 ,RE ,SRE,SQRTPI ,OTOR,RTOO,RC,RCMAXSQ,SIGMA,LEVELVEL 2
CpHMON/8LOCK5/AK,AKSOO,AKHALF,AKDOT VEL 3
UilENSION XTWOTin ,YfTttrrH1 ,WrTN01»n ,YPTTNDT^1 "VEL ^*
INTEGER ALPHA VEL 5
REAL L VEL 6
00 1 ALPHAsKI,XF VEL 7
L = X < A L P H A ) * » ? * Y C A L P H A ) * * 2 VEL 8
CALL FREEVTX(PSIK1X,PSIK1Y,PSIK1R,IA) VE1 9
CAL1 PtTTFL01»TPSTKX1»,1>SI!OrP,PSTKRP,IA) VEL It
PSIKX=PSIKXP*PSIK1X+AK*AKDOT»YCALPHA)/L VEL 11
PSIKY=PSIKYP*PSIK1Y-AK»AKOOT*K(ALPHA)/L VEL 12
XOI tALPHAl=-PSIKY VEL IT
YOf (ALPHA)=PSIKX VEL 14




SUB ROUTINE V H ( X , YyX DT, Y DT ,-NtnMrXI*XTyOT1 VIT ^  1
COMMON ALPHA,PI,PI2,RE,SRE,SQRTPI,DTOR,RTOD,RC,RCMAXSQ,SIGMA,LEVELVM 2
COMMONABLOCK5/AK,AKSQD,AKHALF, f tKDOT . VM 3
DIMENSION X ( N D I H ) , Y < N D I H ) , X D T < N D I H 1 , f D T ( N D I H ) TK TT
INTEGER ALPHA VM 5
DO 1 ALPHA=KI ,KF VM 6
*TE~M»*TrAtP1+ftT~ VK" T
YTEMP=YCALPHAI VM 8
X ( A L P H A ) = X { A L ? H A ) + O T * X D T ( A L P H A ) VM 9
Y C A L P H A T = Y { A L I * H A I * P T * Y D T f A L P H A - r "VTT TO"
R = S C R T C X U L P H A ) * » 2 * Y ( A L P H A ) * » ? ) VM 11
IF(R.GT.AK) GO TO 1 VM 12
^tRTT€^«r7trtW)^t*tPt«n^Yt1tt.-PKft1 VH TT
C A L L V H F I X f X T E M P , Y T E M P , XDT ( A L P H A ) , YOT ( A L P H A ) ) VM 14
X<ALPHA)=XTEMf»+OT»XDT(ALPHA) VM 15
Y ( A L P H A ) = Y T E M P + D T * Y D T ( A L P H A ? ~VW T5
H R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 ) X ( A L P H A ) , Y ( A L P H A ) VM 17
1 CONTINUE VN 18
eui FatHA^tr7^*-«CFt««-v-f!Fix-tXT«rPifjrr-vvrfttPi«nst»F^-.^ VH i^















































 v WFT* i
COMMON "ALPHA,PI,!PIZ,RE fSRE,SQRTPI,DTOR,RTOO,RCtRCMAXSQ,SIGMA,LEVELVMFIX 2
~,OMMON/9LOCK5/AK,AICSQD,AKHALF, AKDOT .rVMFIX 3
: VMFIX 5
• • . V M F I X 6
VKFIX 7
> .. . VMFIX 8
. . . . . . . • VMFIX 9
1
 '. • . , YMFIX TO"
- - VMFIX 11
V M F I X 12
• • . : i - . . . • • - : . . . - • • • ' VKFI-X U
A N G L E = 0 . 0 . ; VMFIX Ik




V M F I X ?.0
VMFIX 21
imFTX 22
V M F I X 23
VMFIX 2«»
VMFIX 25
V M F I X 26




V M F I X 32
V M F I X 33
VMFIX J«f
VMFIX 35
V M F I X 36
VMFIX 37
V M F I X 38
V M F I X 39
VWFTX 4(T
VMFIX M
V M F I X «f2
VMFIX «
V M F I X k<*
V M F I X U5
V M F I X <*7
V M F I X <t8
V M F I X «»9
V M F I X 50
V M F I X 5J
VMFIX 52
VMFIX 53
V M F I X 5<t
V M F I X 55
V M F I X 56
V M F I X 57
VMFtX 58
131
5 CONTINUE VHFIT 59
RTOO=18H.O/PI VMFIX 60
ADEG=ANGLE»RT30 VHFIX 61
: -WRI T£-reT51»"frt-"**ft»A0EG»X ,Y,XDOTl^DOT , V H H X E2
50 FWMftT( / / » VMFIX*2X*ALPHA = »I3 ,2X»ANGLE=»F12.6 , /» X=»F12.6, VHFIX 63







'SUBROUTINE WRIT(X,Y,XDOT,YOOT, G A M W f t , X 8 , Y B , X D O T 8 , Y D O T 9 , G M A B ,
1 K I T , K F T , K I B , K F B , K , M D I M , I W )
DIMENSION X ( N O I M ) , Y ( N D I M ) , X O O T ( N D I M ) , YOOT (NDIM ) , G A M M A ( N D I M ) ,
IXB(NOIH) ,YB(N!)TH1,XDOT8(NOim,YOOT9(NDIH),GHA8(NT]IH)
IFfKFT-KFB) 1,2,2




IF(KIT.GTi1CTQ1 GO TO 17
00 16 I = K I T , K F
IFCI.GE.KSB) GO TO 12
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 0 1 J I , K , X ( I ) , Y ( I ) , X D O T f I ) , Y O O T ( I ) , G A M M A ( I )
I F ( I W . N E . 7 . A N D . I W . N E . 9 ) GO TO 16
WRITE(IW,701) I , K , X ( I ) , Y ( I ) , X D O T ( I ) , YOOT ( I ) , G A M M A ( I )
Gtt Tfr T6-
IFf KFT.NE.KFBI GO TO l«t
WRITE (6, 603) I , K , X (I) , Y (F), XODT (I) , YDOT (I) , G A M M A ( I ) ,
IXBf U , - Y B ' t l ) , X 3 0 T B ( I ) , Y D O T B < I ) , G M A B ( I )
I F ( I W . N E . 7 . A N O . I W . N E . 9 ) GO TO 16













IF(KFT.LT.KFB) GO TO 15
IFM.LE.KF81 GO TO
^rt ^f\ m 4GO TO 11
IF(I.LE.KFT)








IF(I .GE.KS) GO TO 18
WRITE*6,602) I , K , X B f I > , Y B ( I ) , X D O T B ( I > , Y O O T 8 ( I ) , G M A B ( I )
TPrlHvNE.7.*Nff.TW^NE^) GO TO 19
WRTTE(IW,702) I ,K,XB(I) ,Y8(I) , X D O T B ( I ) , Y D O T B ( I ) , G M A B ( I
GO TO 19
WRITEt6,603) I , K , X « I ) , Y C D , X O O T ( I ) , Y O O T ( I ) , G A M M A ( I ) ,
1 X 8 ( I ) , Y 8 ( I ) , X O O T B ( I ) , Y O O T 8 ( I ) , G M A B ( I )
IF( IM.NE.7 .AN3. IW.NE.9) GO TO 19
















































































































651 FOBHAT( lNl f2oX,16AS /A
READ (5 »65?)AATACK,LAM80A, LENGTH »F» AW
652 FORMAT (6Fl2.li)
X «^? -^. R£AG N .^ Of KNcTX* NO* Of POINTS* X CO«ORO,r Y CQ-ORJ3
READ(5»6io)NOKNOT«LX,(X(l)tPORCD(I)tI»lfLX)
610 FORMAT(2I4»/(2F12.8))











C ..... CALCULATE CON»ZHAT
C ..... GET SPLINE X CO ORO XX(t)i Y CO ORQ U(I)
CON (I ) «COEF 1«PORCD ( I )
U (I )^CPN (I >
XX(I)«Z(I)
CALL SPLINEB(NOKNOT)
-5E8UGAUMG- DATA PLOT Y VS. X
DO 3





















































60 FOPMAT(/ / / / /« ..... CN
15X«IFLAG«*I2)
DO 2 1«ULX










CALL SPLINES (NOKNOT) ADYNF 60
TEMP QeelL<3 'QATjL SJ?L-iN£ X VS * AOYNF &j
DO * I»l,21 AOYNF 63
Jl.U)»,05«(4-l) ADYNF 64
Y(I).FIT(X(I)) ADYNF 65
4 VRZTC<6«6i>X(Z>fy(X) AOYNF 66




*5 FOPMAT</////« ..... CM**F12,6»/* ..... CMI*»F12.6»5X«eRROR«»FlZ.8«ADYNF fi15X«IFLAG««I2) " . ~ ADYNF 72
_ADYNF 73.
135
F U N C T I O N F I T ( X ) FIT 1
8FIT 3
-
» V O B | 5 t ( ? ? » 2 > » K N O T » L » ' A X » l N T C R V FIT 4
C O * M C N / O T M £ f l / l X I , | _ X l f , t X l 2 , Q » C M t v G £ * E R R O R « A C C » X I t ? 8 > FIT 5
I.Lxi? FIT A
1 A«x.)tni) FIT 7
I F ( A ) 2 t 2 , 4 FIT 9
7 J*I*i «T ft
I F ( I ) 3 » 3 , i FIT 10
3 I»l FIT n
4 FIT«COEFL(I»1)*A»(COPFL(T*)») '»A«(COEFL(I»3»A«COEFL(U41JJL F_LT \Z




















































CASE •.. OGIVE CYLINDER ... ANGLE OF ATTACK (15 DEG)
***** VCF SAMPLE OUTPUT ***** CARD 1
15.0 4725600.0 50.47R CARD 2
nzb VUs T6T tAfW)- 3
39 90.0 1.0 CARD 4




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































k P A  V E L O C ~ T ~ *  1 .e lr  a t  T ~ € T P =  74.6 oEGREES 
HAL BACKFLOW C f L *  0,7113 A1 TbETdrl65.0 0ERkEES 
' f t l h  T A ~ ~ G E ~ T I A L  VE OCITY PETrEEN MAX vELOC1TY b N C  MAX BACKfLOW VELOCITYP $072 A T  T H E T A = l 4 U . U  DEGREES REPW SEPAAATICN hhGtE-lgt.7-GEG9EES- 
BEFORE VWF IX I8 IALPHbl rY ( d ~ f ' v d )  . t---,85Th6r 
.506+2)- 
. . .  , I , .  
. . . . 
. , ,  
. . .  . . ,  , ,  
;. ' '-i 
. . 
AOYNF SAWUE INPUT
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